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ABSTRACT

The isolation and characterization of the RNA-dependent RNA

polymerase (RdRp) from plants infected with flame chlorosis (FC), is described.

The purifrcation procedure was adapted from methods described previously

(Quadt and Jaspars 1990; Hayes and Buck 1990). To monitor the pol¡rmerase

activity of the FC-specific RdRp (FCRdRp) preparation, a non-radioactive assay

was developed based on a modification of a commercially available RNA

labelling system. The procedure was modified to include a time course

sampling of the FCRdRp assay mixture to demonstrate an increase in the

incorporation of non-radioactive digoxigenin-labelled uridine triphosphates

(digUTPs) into nucleic acid. The purified enzyme proved to be highly stable,

disease-specific and template dependent. It also exhibited a high specific

activity. In uitro synthesized polypeptides specified by an FC-specific cDNA

sequence in clone FCcDNA-23 reacted \Ã¡ith antisera prepared against the

FCRdRp preparation made from FC-infected barley. These results

demonstrate the successful isolation of an active FCRdRp from infected barley

leaves and possibly identify a viral component present in the FCRdRp

preparation.

vr



INTRODUCTION

The rapid synthesis of viral RNA after infection of cells by viruses

having an RNA genome requires the presence of an active RNA-dependent

RNA polymerase (RdRp). Although a well characterized template-specific

RdRp has been purified from Escherichia coli infected with the bacteriophage

QB, there has not been a RdRp purified to homogeneity from plant or animal

tissue infected with RNA vin¡ses. Viral RdRps of eucaryotic cells, unlike

bacterial RNA viruses, are associated with membranes and their RNA

templates in the infected cells. This association creates a serious problem in

the purification of these enzJ¡rnes since solubilization of viral RdRps from

cellular membranes often yields enzJ¡me preparations exhibiting reduced

activity and/or specificity. The methodolory for handling membrane bound (or

membrane associated) enzymes has improved dramatically over the last ten

years so that RdRp preparations are used for the analysis of regions in their

RNAs essential for viral synthesis. The analysis of viral RdRps from infected

cells is an important tool in understanding the mechanism of viral replication

for a variety of RNA viruses including flame chlorosis.

Flame chlorosis (FC) is a newly discovered soil-transmitted, 'virus-like '

disease of cereal grains and some grassy weeds and is found exclusively in

Manitoba. Disease s¡rmptoms include leaf chlorosis in a "flame"-Iike pattern,

severe stunting, and failure to produce fertile heads. The disease is considered
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to be 'virus-like' as no virus particles have yet been identified in infected

tissue (Chong and Haber 1992). Disease-specific cytological alterations have

been detailed and are mainly characterized by massive vesiculation and

chloroplast and mitochondrial distortions (Chong and Haber lgg2). There is

evidence that the FC vector is a common oomycetous soil fungus, Pythiunz

(Haber et aI. 1993). Isolates from several Pythium spp. were shown to contain

both FC-specifrc single-stranded RNA (FCssRNA) and FC-specifrc double-

stranded RNA (FCdsRNA) (Haber et al. 1994, in review) and Norühern

hybridizations using FC-specific probes have demonstrated the presence of

FCss- and FCdsRNA in the host plant. FCRNA can account for approximately

wo and possibly up to L}Vo of the total dry weight of infected plant tissue

(Haber et al. L992). The existence of FCss- and FCdsRNA in diseased tissue

and the massive amplification of FCRNA, upon host cell infection, indicate the

presence of a highly active RNA-dependent RNA pol¡'merase. This hypothesis

is the basis of the main objective of this project, the isolation and

characterization of an active RdRp from FC-infected barley.



II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A- What is Flerne Chlorosis?

Flame chlorosis (FC) is a newly discovered virus-like plant disease found

only in Manitoba. It is observed in spring cereals such as, barley (Hordeum

uulgare L.) (Haber 1985), wheat (Triticum aestiuurn L.) (Haber and Barr 1990),

oat (Auena satiua L.) (Haber et al. 1991), and triticale (Triticosecale) (Haber et

aI. 7993a), as well as in two grassy weeds, green foxtail (setaria uiridis L.) and

barnyard grass (Echinochloa crusgalli L.) (Haber and Harder Igg2). The

disease name is descriptive of the striking visual s¡rmptoms that are unique to

this disease. AfTlicted plants suffer leaf chlorosis or yellowing, which occurs

in a "flame"-like pattern, severe stunting and prostrate, rather than erect,

growth habit. In the field, these plants usually die before heading. Symptoms

are most readily observed when the plants are between the 2-3 leaf and boot

stages of growth, mid-to-late June. FC was first observed in two fields of

spring barley near Newdale, Manitoba, Canada in June, 1985. FC is most

prevalent in western Manitoba, but it has been observed at an increasing

number of sites, including a second region in eastern Manitoba. The disease

appears of have arisen from unknown sources, and, because its s¡rmptoms are

so distinct, it is unlikely that the disease existed before its frrst diagnosis

(Haber et al. 1990; Haber et al. 1991).
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B. Clinical Diagnosis of FC

Not only can FC be diagnosed by visual symptoms alone, but also by

observing the cytological alterations associated with the disease using the

electron microscope (EM), and more rapidly, by using a dot blot hybridization

assay for FC-specific RNA that employs specific RNA probes labelled with

digoxigenin, followed by i-msnological detection with an alkaline phosphatase-

based system.

1. Cytological Alterations

Electron microscopy studies \¡¡ere performed to examine and detail the

cytological effects FC had on the cells of visually symptomatic plants (Chong

and Haber 1992). Furthermore, these studies \ryere used to determine whether

virus-like particles were detectable in the afTected cells under conditions of

stress known to enhance detection of small isometric virus-like particles. Up

until this point attempts to isolate virus particles from diseased tissue had

failed and no virus-like particles, mycoplasma-like organisms, other fastidious

prokaryotes, or fungal tissue were observed in leaf dips made from young FC

barley leaves examined urder the EM (Haber et al. 1990).

None of the plasmolysis or wilting treatments induced the formation of

paracrystalline arrays of particles characteristic of small isometric virus

parhicles found in clitoria yellow vein virus (CYW) (Lesemann 1977),

Galinsoga mosaic virus fcatvfn (Hatta et ø1. L983) , grapevine Algerian latent
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virus (GaLV), and Neckar river virus (NRV) infections (Russo et al.1gB7).

The cytological alterations were similar for the three known hosts

barley, wheat, and oat. These alterations were found in all the main leaf

tissues of the plants as well as in the roots cells. Green areas from

s¡rmptomatic plants showed some, but a proportionately lesser degree of

alterations. The most striking cytological changes in cells affected with FC

were the alterations of the mitochondria and chloroplasts. Most viral

infections are known to affect the nuclei; only four other diseases are known

to affect both the chloroplasts and mitochondria, they are: GaMV (Hatta et al.

1983), CYw (Lesemann 7977), GaLV, and NRV (Russo et aI. 1g8z). The FC-

infected mitochondria were hypertrophied and contained extensive cytoplasmic

channels. The chloroplasts became swollen and a majority of them contained

whorls of membranous structures. Massive vesiculation occurred in both

organelles, mainly in the perimitochondrial and periplastidial spaces. Both

single and double membrane vesicles were present, and at advanced states,

vesicles accumulated in the cytoplasm. Some of the vesicles contained densely

staining fibrils.

Vesiculation is a com.mon cytopathic effect associated with many diverse

viral infections. Although the vesicles differ with respect to organelle source,

they all contain fibrils similar in appearance to nucleic acid. In several of

these infections it has, indeed, been shown to be dsRNA (Hatta and Francki

1981). Similarly in FC, såts of seven to eleven disease-specific dsRNA's
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(approximately 350-3500 bp) are consistentlyisolated from symptomatic tissue.

The dsRNA migration pattern visualized by ethidium bromide staining in

agarose gels is characteristic for FC but there are variations between isolates

from different hosts and geographic locations. DsRNA's make up as much as

IVo of the dry mass of the chlorotic areas of the leaves (Haber et aI. 1992), and

the cells ofthese areas are extensively vesiculated, the adjacent green areas

contain no or trace amounts of dsRNA and are sparsely vesiculated. The

vesicles probably have a role in viral R¡{A replication and the dsRNA present

in these vesicles are likely the disease-causing agents or their replicative

intermediate.

2. DETECTION OF FC-SPECIFIC dsRNA

Visual symptoms of FC-infected plants are distinctive, but defînitive

diagnosis is based on observation of cytopathic alterations and./or detection of

FCdsRNA. Diagnosis of FC can be made by visualizíng extracted FCdsRNA

in ethidium bromide agarose gels. Fragment sizes are estimated by a robust

curye fitting procedure (Plikaytis et a|.1986) using the BRL dsDNA tadder (.5

to L2 Kb; BRL, Gaithersburg MD, U.S.A.) as a size marker. This method of

FCdsRNA analysis is not practical because there are variations in the dsRNA

patterns among isolates from different hosts and geographic locations and the

method used for extraction of dsRNA from tissue is too time consuming for

routine clinical diagnosis (Haber and Barr 1990). A detection assay was
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developed to rapidly detect the presence of FCdsRNA in small tissue samples,

and therefore, overcome these impediments.

Although there are variations in FCdsRNA patterns among isolates from

different hosts and from different locations, Northern analysis has shown that

there is a high degree of homolog-y among some of the FCdsRNA from these

isolates (Haber and Barr 1990), ie.,the close relationship between the putative

FC agents of the various isolates is con-firmed by Northern hybridization of

wheat- and oat FCdsRNAs with labelled probes made from the 1450- and g50

base pair (bp) fragments of the 't54pe' western Manitoba barley isolate

FCdsRNA (Haber et al. 1992). This homolory is the basis for the dot blot

hybridization assay for detection of FC-specifrc RNA (FCRNA) by employing

specifrc RNA probes labelled v¡ith digoxigenin in a procedure using a

commercially available kit (Haber et aI. 1992).

The assay not only successfully detects the presence of FCdsRNA in

crude extracts from small leaf specimens of all known FC isolates, barley,

wheat, oat, triticale, green foxtail, and barnyard grass, but more specifically,

it has shown that the distribution of FCdsRNA coincides precisely with the

visual s¡rmptoms of chlorosis. The levels of FCdsRNA in chlorotic region can

be estimated to be 1 000 times higher than adjacent green regions (Haber eú

aI. 1992). This estimate is based on the FCdsRNA dose-response relationship

and indicates that a 1.5 -m disk, containing 10-15 pg dry mass of tissue, from

the most greatly affected 'ti.rrr. contains !Vo, and possibly up to IIVo,
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FCdsRNA by mass. This evidence is also consistent with the cytological

observation that cells from the chlorotic tissue have greater ultrastructural

alterations than those cells from green tissue (Chong and Hab er 7992).

DsRNA analysis provides furbher evidence for infection with an RNA virus,

which is important for plant diseases with indications of viral etiolory, but for

which causal virus-like particles have not been identifred, such as FC and

whitefly-mediated silvering in squash (Bharatha n et a|.1990).

C. Transmission

Greenhouse and flreld experiments showed that FC was soil-transmitted

(Haber et aI. 1990) and once results strongly indicated a soil-borne disease

vector, surveys of soil f,.ngt in FC fields were performed to examine the

possibility of an association between FC and certain zoosporic soil fungi.

The vector of all fungus-transmitted soil-borne viruses of cereals known to

date is Polymyxa graminis, however, isolations from FC and nonFC soils

showed no association between FC and this fungus. Ligniera pilorum and

Rhizophydiurn graminis are zoosporic fungt taxonomically related to P.

graminis but neither of these were found often enough to be considered a

vector. Olpidium brassi,cae andLagena radicicolahaddistinctive associations

with FC (Haber et aI 1991). In order to confirm the identity of the fungal

vector, it was necessary to show that the unifungal isolate was capable of

transmitting the disease agent from plants previously infected with FC by
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mechanical means. Attempts to transmit FC mechanically were unsuccessful

(Haber et a|.1990), perhaps because the FC agent is not encapsidated in virus-

like particles (Chong and Haber 7992). Detection of the putative disease

agents, FC-specific double stranded RNAs (FCdsRNA), in the FC-associated

populations of zoosporic soil fungus was attempted as an alternative approach.

Attempts to isolate FC-specifrc RNAs from FC-associated O. brassicae and L.

radicicola were unsuccessful. This led to doubts as to whether either of these

suspected fungt were indeed the FC vector.

FC can infect barnyard grass, which grows from a rhizome. In

confirmingthat this monocot weed \ryas a host of FC (Haber and Harder 1993),

it was observed that some shoots bear the classic "flame"-like chlorotic

symptoms, while other shoots, originating from the same rhizome, do not.

Similarly, in spring cereals, chlorotic symptoms are evident as early as the

one-leaf stage of growbh and some of the tillers of these FC-infected plants are

often symptomless. These observations and the resemblance of FC infection

to that of some mycoviruses, le., lacking virions and being consistently

associated with multiple species of dsRNA, suggested that the disease vector

was transmitting the agent to leaf and root initials during early germination.

No other known plant virus disease is transmitted this way. Pythium spp. are

common oomycetous soil f*gt, some of which are pathogenic on plants and

capable of infecting newly germinating seeds, causing damping off. Although

no oomycete has previously been shown to transmit a plant virus d.isease,
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Pythium was considered a potential viral vector because it could infect cells of

germinating cereal seeds within 24-48 h after planting (Cook and Veseth 1992).

Mycelial suspensions of isolates from FC-infected soil, added to sterilized soil,

transmitted FC to seedlings grown from barley seeds placed in the soil and

nucleic extracts from these isolates hybridized to FCRNA probes. These

Pythium isolates contained relatively low amounts of FCRNA making detection

diflicult and sometimes inconclusive, therefore, a flame chlorosis reverse

transcription/polymerase chain reaction (FC-RT/PCR) was recently developed

to improve the sensitivity of detecting FCRNA and to allow a more rapid

analysis of diverse fungal isolates from FC and non-FC soils (Hab er et al. Lgg4,

in review).

The presence of FCRNA in Pythium is further evidence that flame

chlorosis is the first example of a plant virus-like disease transmitted by an

oomycete. \ryith FC-RTIPCR, Pythiuin isolates from diverse geographic origins

can be tested for the presence of FCRNA, and the epidemiological information

gained may shed useful light on the disease's apparently sudden origin.

D. R}IA-Dependent RNA PolSrmerase

The principal FC-specific material in infected cells is dsRNA, and there

is no evidence for the presence of FC-specific DNA. FCRNA is found in minute

amounts (10-6 of total nucleic acid; Hab er et al. lgg3b) in some pythium

isolates and in relatively *i..irr" amounts (LVo ofdry cell mass; Haber et al.
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f992) in infected host plant tissue. The enz¡rme's template and the products

of its activity must be RNA and the presence of both FCdsRNA and FCssRNA

(Haber and Barr 1990; Haber et al L994, in review), suggests that the enz¡rme

is a highly active RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp). Other bacterial,

animal and plant RNA viruses use RdRp's to replicate their RNA, and it is

reasonable to expect that the extremely high replication of FC in plant

infection would also involve an RdRp.

The discovery of the first RNA-dependent RNA polSrmerase in the late

l-960's was as many discoveries are, a case of serendipity. This finding gained

only slow acceptance by the scientific commr:nity because the then-prevailing

central dogma of molecular biologS' dictated that all RNAs be made by

transcription of DNA templates (Fraenkel-Conrat L986). Virologists, however,

knew that this could not be the whole truth since many bacteria, plants and

animals had RNA genomes that had to be replicated during the viral life cycle.

It was proposed that viral RNAs contained genes for their replication. By the

mid 1960's, many studies repeatedly proved that RNA-dependent RNA

pol¡rmerase activities \ilere readily found in RNA virus-infected cells (Ralph and

\Mojcik 1966; Kurnmert and Semal 1972; Jacquemin Lg72). Today it is

generally accepted that viruses retrace steps of our evolutionary heritage.

Moreover, the discovery of self-splicing RNAs has led to the increasing

acceptance of the idea that the evolution of life passed through an 'RNA

world' stage in which RNA catalyzed, its own replication, and only later,
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associated with protein enz¡rmes in replicating itself more efficiently (Holmes

L994). The evolutionary transition to DNA is explained by RNA's lesser

stability and greater vulnerability to degradation than DNA. Thus, at some

point in evolutionary history, DNA was made from RNA (reverse transcriptase)

and eventually DNA from DNA (DNA polymerase). Still some viruses such as

the agents of the common cold, poliomyelitis and some bacterial and plant

viruses use RNA as their genetic material and replicate with the use of protein

enzJ¡rnes known as RNA-dependent RNA polymerases. The isolation and

characterizatton of these RdRp's constitutes a large and important portion of

the research on RNA viruses today.

Detailed studies on RdRp's began during the 1970's with research on the

replication of bacterial viruses, specifìcally the bacteriophage AB. This

research culminated in the complete purification and characterization of the

QB replicase (Kamen 1970, 1972; Kondo et aI. L972). Replicase is a pol¡rmerase

that must be able to make not only the complementary RNA copy (usually the

(-) strand) of the RNA template, but also use the (-) strand to make a new (+)

strand that is a replica of the initial RNA template confîrming that functional

RdRp's indeed exist.

The RdRp's of

about 30 years ago in

1962). The research

RNA viruses that infect animal cells were discovered

tissue infected with polio virus (Baltimore and Franklin

on animal virus RdRp's is not as advanced as that on

bacterial virus replicases because the eucar¡rotic enzJ¡me occurs in a
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Tomembrane-associated complex and is therefore more diffrcult to isolate.

date, one of several proteins involved in the replication of the poliovirus

genome has been purified, but the expression and purification of the other

poliovirus replicase proteins is essential for understanding how poliovirus RNA

replicates. Plant virus replicase systems are at least equally difficult to study

as their enzJ[ne complexes are also membrane-associated. Although RdRp

activity has been shown in almost all cases of RNA viral infection, none of the

complete RdRp complexes have been purifîed to homogeneity.

1. Qb Replicase

The most intensively studied replicase is that of the bacterial virus,

bacteriophage QB. Although these small single-stranded RNA-containing

bacteriophages contain only enough genetic material to code for a few peptides,

they are able to infect Escherichia coli, and perform the complex process of

RNA replication from RNA templates which does not normally occur in the

host. Not only do they replicate, but they do it with such template specifîcity

that only the phage RNA molecules are recognized while all other RNAs

present in the cell are ignored. To accomplish this, the phage assembles an

enzJ¡rne complex composed of four different subr:nits, only one of which is

virally coded (Kamsn 1970, L972; Kondo L972).

In 1963, Haruna et al. and Weissman et al. showed that cells infected

with Type I RNA phages Jontained an enzJ¡matic activity, not present in
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uninfected cells, capable of RNA-dependent RNA synthesis. Subsequently, a

similar template specific activity was found in QB-infected cells (Haruna and

Spiegelman 1965a,b). The enzyme was named QB replicase. The crude

enzJ¡me preparation could synthesize infectious viral RNA when primed with

QB RNA in uitro (Pace and Spiegelman 1966; Spiegelman et al. L965). It was

also shown to synthesize RNA in the 5'+3' direction and would initiate

synthesis only with guanidine triphosphate (GTP). Within a few years the

complex was purified to homogeneity. It was shown to be composed of one

phage-coded polypeptide of molecular weight (IWW) 65 000 (called subunit II)

and three host-coded proteins of MW 70 000 (subunit I), 45 000 (subunit III),

and 35 000 (subunit IV). Further investigation showed that the host-coded

proteins \¡¡ere the 30S ribosomal protein 51 and the protein synthesis

elongation factors EF-Tu and EF-Ts.

Subunit 1 is the 30S ribosomal protein 51 and is the largest of the

ribosomal proteins. There is approximately one 51 molecule per ribosome in

polysomes. In uninfected Escherichia coli, SL is involved in protein synthesis

where it functions in the binding of the messenger RNA (mRNA) to the 30S

ribosomal subunit. 51 contains an activity which unfolds stacked or helical

single-stranded polynucleotides. This RNA unfolding activity is important for

protein synthesis in that it produces an mRNA conformation that permits

interaction with the ribosome. In the QB replicase complex, the role played by

51 is related but not identici. Here 51 appears to be essential for binding and
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initiation of RNA s¡mthesis of eB (+) strands but not the (-) strands. A protein

referred to as the host factor appears to be involved in the synthesis of (-)

strands. The host factor consists of a hexamer of identical 12 000 MW

polypeptide chains. It binds tightly to ssRNA with a high affinity for A-rich

regions and it is associated with the ribosome but its exact role in protein

biosynthesis is not known. For virally infected eells úhe host factor is

absolutely reqr.rired for the initiation of synthesis with ep RNA template.

Subunits III and IV of QB replicase, the protein synthesis elongation

factors EF-Tu and EF-Ts, make up one third of the complex. rn E. coIi,EF_Tu

and EF-Ts function in protein s¡rntJresis by catalyzing the transfer of amino

acyl transfer RNAs (aatRNA) to the elongation ribosome mRNA complex. In

viral RNA synthesis it is thought tbat,the elongation factors function together

in complex form, unlike their independent functioning in protein s¡mthesis.

They are probably involved in the initiation of RNA synthesis and for

maintaining the phage coded subunit in its proper conformation.

QB replicase c¿rn discriminate between natural RNAs and its own viral

RNA' This specificity for its own template involves the recognition of a specific

secondary and./or tertiary structure of the template. Template recognition

results in a tight and specific binding of the repricase to e0 RNA. This enzyme

specificity resides in subunit II, the phage-coded protein. The observation, that

most RdRps have a subunit coded by the virus. which directs template

specificity, has become u *idunost for the study of RdRps in other systems.
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Ever since the RNA phage Qp provided a model for the in uitro synthesis

of virus-specific RNA by a template-dependent soluble replicase extracted from

infected cells, efforts have been directed toward the exploitation of a

comparable system with plant viruses.

The elucidation of plant viral RdRp's began in the late 60's but to date

no plant viral RdRp's have been purified to homogeneity. Much of the research

on viral RdRps today is directed towards studying the interactions of enz¡rme

and template and towards determining the protein composition of viral

pol¡rmerases. In order to examine protein composition, the complex must be

purified to homogeneity. Different research groups have used various methods

to try and disrupt the binding of the RdRp to both the membrane structures

and endogenous template without losing its activity. It was recognized that

high ionic conditions v¡ere created with the use of detergents such as sodium

dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and that this environment was detrimental to the

enzJ¡rne. Consequently, later isolation procedures used gentler, non-ionic

detergents such a nonidet P-40 (NP-40) and dodecyl-B-D maltoside (12-M).

Today researchers obtain near-homogeneity using non-ionic detergents followed

by further purification techniques such as high-speed sedimentation and ion-

exchange chromatography.

The RdRps of the ss-positive sense plant RNA viruses are the best

characterized among the plant RNA viruses. These plant viruses are members

of one of seven groups, Pot)uirus, Potexuirus, Tobamouirus (such as tobacco
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mosaicvirus, TMV), Tymouirus, Cornouirus, Bromouirus (such as brome mosaic

virus, BMV), and the Tobrauirus. other RNA viruses, whose RNA is not ss-

positive sense RNA are members of the Reoviridae family which have a dsRNA

genome, Rhabdoviridae with negative sense ssRNA and the Bunyaviridae with

ambisense ssRNA.

Although the basic function of the RdRps of each group is the same, the

genomic strategies of each plant RNA virus and those of FC differ slightly

based on their structural and genomic differences. There are five main

strategies by which RNA viral genomes ensure that all of their genes are

accessible to the eucaryotic protein synthesizing system: subgenomic RNAs,

polyproteins, multipartite genomes, read-through proteins and transframe

proteins. More than one of these devices is present in most viral systems,

resulting in a successful genomic strategy.

2. Tobacco Mosaic Virus

Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) is the type member of the Tobamovirus

group. It was the first virus to be isolated and the replication of TMV has

been studied more than any other plant virus making it a good system to

compare \Mith FC. Tobamoviruses combine two of the genome strategies

mentioned - subgenomic RNAs together with a read-through protein. TMV is

a rod-shaped virus with a single 6.4 kb genomic RNA and its nucleotide

sequence reveals several .lJr.ly packed open reading frames (ORFs). Like
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many mammalian cellular messenger RNAs (mRNAs), the TMV RNA has a

methylated 5'-terminal guanylic acid. This cap protects the RNA from

exonuclease activity. The cap is followed by a 69 nucleotide leader sequence,

and the first ORF which codes for a 126 K (=Kd=kilodalton=1 000 MW)

protein. The termination codon for this protein is leaky (UAG) so that a larger

read-through protein of molecular weight 183 K is possible. The terminal five

codons of this read-through protein overlaps the third ORF coding for a 30 K

protein (required for cell-to-cell movement). The fourth ORF, nearest the B'-

terminus codes for a 17.6 K coat protein. The two smaller ORF, closest to the

3'-half of the genome, have been isolated from TMV-infected tissue. The B'-

untranslated sequences of these RNAs fold in the terminal region to give a

transfer RNA (tRNA)-like structure accepting histidine (Haenni et al. IgB2).

Mutational and functional analysis experiments have shown that this structure

is an important parb of the RdRp recognition site, ie.,itis involved in promoter

activity (Takamatsu eú aI. \990; Gallie et al. 1gg1). The i_26 K and 1gB K

proteins are involved in viral RNA replicatiorr, ie., they are part of the RdRp

complex (Ishikawa et ø1. 1986). These proteins have significant amino acid

sequence homology with known viral RdRps. TMV RNA has a second

similarity to eucaryotic mRNAs (the first being the 5'-terminal methylation),

it is only translated from an AUG near the 5'-terminus. Since there are

usually AUG triplets throughout the RNA genome, there must be a mechanism

whereby the correct AUG is recogni zed,bythe ribosome. This recognition lies
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in the nueleotides immediately surrounding the correct AUG triplet, with an

A in position -3 and a G in position +4 probably being important as shown by

Kozak (1981,1986). Recognition by the ribosome has also been shown to be

associated with the 5'-untranslated region of the viral RNA. This 69 nucleotide

sequence has a low G+C content, suggesting a low degree of secondary

structure that can bind two ribosomes. It is thought that this sequence is

important for initial binding to 80S ribosomes, and more specifically, there is

some evidence that it binds to the 18S rRNA of the small ribosomal subunit

due to some complementary sequence in the viral leader and the S'-end of the

rRNA (Konarska et aL.1981). The TMV RNA replication complex is found in

a membranous complex bound to cytoplasmic ribosomes (Ralph et aI. 1971)

and it is here where the TMV components are synthesized and assembled into

vinrses. It is the RdRp's involvement with this membranous complex that has

made its isolation difficult. When detergents are used to solubilize the enzJ¡me

from its native membrane bound complex, the RdRp's stability is jeopardized.

Efforts over the last 30 years have been made to overcome these losses in order

to purifr the enzyme and examine its protein components.

3. Brome Mosaic Virus

Brome mosaic virus (BMV) is also a positive-sense ssRNA plant virus,

but it has a tripartite genome totalling 8243 nucleotides. In addition, RNA 3

produces a sub-genomic RNÀ containing the coat protein gene. These are two
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main strategies used by the virus to ensure that their genes are accessible to

the eucaryotic protein synthesizing system. BMV is the t¡rpe member of the

Bromovirus group and it shares a similar host range to that of FC, le., grasses

and cereal grains. Three technical developments with the BMV system have

allowed rapid progress in the understanding of some of the elements in the

genome that control viral RNA replication. These are (i) the availability of a

template dependent and template-specific replicase system, (ii) the ability to

transcribe cDNA clones in uitro (Ail,quist and Janda 1g84a) and (iii)

appropriately constructed cDNA clones of all three RNAs that can be

transcribedinuitro to produce a set ofinfectious RNAs (Ahlquist et a|.1984b).

Because of these developments there is more known about the control of RNA

synthesis for BMV than for any other plant virrrs. The developments with the

BMV system and the fact that it shares the same host as FC made it a good

system to examine for comparison purposes.

BMV shares some important basic properties with TMV. TMV and BMV

both produce four proteins. RNAs 1 and 2 produce proteins involved. in

replication, RNA 3 produces a protein involved in cell-to-cell movement and the

subgenomic RNA 4 directs the synthesis of the coat protein. In BMV, RNA 1

and 2 encode transacting functions required for replication and can replicate

independently of RNA 3. The La and 2a proteins are both present in RdRp

preparations from plants infected by BMV (Quadt et aI.1g8S). The amino acid

sequences of the proteins 'ulro suggest several functions for viral RNA
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synthesis. Protein 1a has homolog¡r to viral and cellular helicases (Kroner eú

al. t990) and to the Sindbis virus nsPl- protein, which has methyltransferase

and possible guanylyltransferase activities that may be involved in capping of

viral RNAs (Mi and Stollar 1991). The 2a protein contains a central portion

that has sequence homology to viral RNA polymerases (Argos 1g88). This

polymerase-like domain contains the G-D-D motif and other motifs found in

picornavirus and bacteriophage Qp proteins required for elongation ofinitiated

RNA. Genetic and biochemical data suggest that some form of interaction

between la and 2a proteins is required for RNA replication. Kao et at. (7gg2)

showed that the BMV 1a and 2a proteins strictly cofractionate throughout

purification of enzymatically active RdRp fractions. Moreover, using

immunoprecipitati on and probing membrane-b ound polypeptides with labelled

proteins, they found that l-a and 2ainteractin uitro with specifrcity and in the

absence of any plant cell factors. A three-amino-acid 1a insertion mutation

that blocks RNA replication in uiuo also blocks interaction with 2a in uitro,

thus, the interaction of replication proteins 1a and 2a is a highly specific

process that is likely to be a necessary step in BMV RNA replication. This

group has also reported on the copurification and specific enrichment of a host

protein with BMV RdRp purified from infected barley cells, that is, a subunit

of eucaryotic initiation factor 3 (IF-3) or a closely related protein (euadt et at

1993). They show that addition of further IF-S stimulates BMV C)strand RNA

synthesis in aitro. This obåervation and the established role of translation
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factors in bacteriophage QÊ RdRp suggest that association with translation

factors may be a general feature of RNA replication by (+)strand RNA viruses.

Like TMV, BMV RNAs have a 5'-terminal methylated guanylic acid cap,

and also, the BMV RNAs contain tRNA-like structures. The 3'-end of each of

the viral RNAs contains this higtrly cònserved domain, that not only interacts

with several tRNA-specific enzJ¡rnes, but also functions as the promoter used

by BMV RdRp during (-)strand initiation and synthesis (Dreher and Hall

1988). An internal promoter exists on RNA 3 for initiating the synthesis of the

subgenomic RNA 4. Marsh et al. (1988) used modified cDNA clones and in

uitro transcription to define the sequence requirements for in uitro promoter

activity in the intercistronic region of BMV RNA 3, while French and Ahlquist

(1988) used biologically active cDNA clones to investigate sequences controlling

RNA 4 synthesis in ui.uo. Both groups obtained similar results. They showed

that there exists a core promoter of approximately 20 nucleotides immediately

upstream of the initiation nucleotide (G). There is also an oligo (A) tract L6-22

nucleotides long which ends 20 bases 5' to the start of the coat protein gene.

By eliminating this tract the synthesis of RNA 4 is reduced 10-fold in

protoplasts. Upstream from the oligo (A) tract is a nine-nucleotide sequence

required for high levels of promoter activity in uitro. This internal promoter

does not resemble the promoter at the S'-terminus of the positive sense RNAs.

A key question is how one promoter is recognized and used more often than

the others,ie., more (+)strairds are synthesized than (-)strands in a ratio of
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100:1. Insights into this control mechanism of replication are provided in the

more recent studies on BMV. In 1991, Marsh et aI. showed that elements

within the intercistronic region of RNA 3 are the major deterrninants for the

as¡rmmetric replication process for all 3 genomic RNAs. Huntley and Hall

(1993) extended this study by creating (-)stra¡rd sequences complementary to

various functional elements within the intercistronic region of RNA 3 to see if
they would inhibit virus replication. The (-)strand sequences were not only

capable of interfering with replication of RNA 3, but were effective in

debilitating the production of all BMV RNAs. Studies like this provide

additional insight into replication processes and indicate new approaches for

engineering resistance to viral infection.

4. RdRp R.esearch and its Application to FC

FC is caused by a virus-like disease agent which produces abundant

specific dsRNA (Haber et al. L992). This conclusion is based on the close

association of FCdsRNA with macroscopic symptoms (Haber et aI. Lggz),

disease-specific cytopathology (Haber et aI.19g0; Chong and Haber Lgg2) and

its putative vector, Pythium (Haber et al. 1993b). The genomes of almost all

positive-strand RNA viruses apparently encode RdRps or subunits of RdRp

complexes. Much has been learned about the RdRps of other plant RNA

virrrses and this can guide research into the mechanisms of FC replication.

One of the five main strategies (cf. above) by which the genes of RNA viral
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genomes are made accessible to the eucaryotic protein s¡mthesizing system, is

found in the FC system. That is, the FC genome is multi-segmented so that

if a 5'-gene exists on each RNA segment it can be translated. 80S ribosomes

are adapted to translate, primarily, an ORF immediately downstream from the

5'-region of mRNA, so much of the variation in the way that gene products are

translated from RNA genomes of viruses infecting eucaryotes appears to have

evolved to meet this constraint. Furbher analysis of the FC genome is required

to determine if it employs any of the other four strategies. Some of the

FCRNA has been sequenced and analysis of these sequences has revealed one

putative ORF. The ORF follows the rules defining a functional ORF in that

it contains an initiation codon, AUG, and follows Kozak's rule; it also has a

strong, double termination codon (ambre, ochre). The ORF is predicted to

produce an l-1.9 K protein. Very recently, this putative ORF, was shown to be

functional (Haber, unpublished). The FCRNA sequence, bearing the ORF, was

cloned downstream from a T7 promoter in the transcription plasmid, pTZISIJ.

This clone, FCcDNA-2S, was used as a template in an in uitro

transcription/translation system. The tus-labeued products were

electrophoresed cn an SDS-polyacrylamide gel and three protein bands were

visualized, an 11.9 K, a 23.8 K, and a 35.7 K. The size of the smallest band

is in agreement with the size of the predicted protein produced from the ORF.

The larger bands are exactly 2x and 3x larger than the 11.g K band, which

indicates that they may be dì*"tr or trimers. Given that these proteins v/ere
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electrophoresed under denaturing conditions, the complexes formed by the self-

association of the L1.9 K protein must be strong. The amino acid sequence of

the 11.9 K protein can be deduced from the nucleotide sequence of the ORF.

Analysis of this sequence has revealed that it has a hydrophobic region at one

end and a hydrophilic region at the other. This structure is typical of a protein

that interacts with a membrane and also has the ability to bind nucleic acid,

which suggests that this virally-coded polypeptide might be involved in RNA

replication. Electrophoresis of the in uitro transcription/translation products

reveals that the active form of this protein may be as a trimer. As the

strrrcture of the virally-coded peptide suggests, the FC RdRp is probably

associated with a membrane complex. EM analysis has shown that massive

proliferation of vesicles occurs in association with FC infection and within

many of these vesicles there exists fibrillar material. This fibrillar material

has been identifred as dsRNA in other diseases with similar cytologrcal

s¡rmptoms (Hatta 1976), and RNase digestion studies of embedded ultrathin

sections indicate the FC fibrillar material is dsRNA (Haber and Chong 1993)

It is very likely that the RdRp forms a complex with these vesicles and that

this complex is the site of FCRNA replication. Similar complexes have been

demonstrated in the cytoplasm of plant cells infected with viruses such as

TMV, cauliflower mosaic virus, cowpea mosaic virus and many others (Hills e¿

al. 1987). These complexes are referred to as viroplasms and are the site of

viral RNA synthesis
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Most plant viruses are coated and the production of the coat protein is

a major requirement of the virus. Most viral genomes have evolved to

facilitate rapid production of coat protein such that the coat protein gene is

located on a subgenomic RNA. In this way, late in an infection, the RdRp can

produce many subgenomic RNAs to provide numerous templates for the

production of coat protein. The amount of coat protein produced may limit the

rate at which progeny viruses are produced. In contrast to this strategy, FC

is not enveloped or coated so this restriction is not imposed on the rate of its

genomic replication. This difference could partly account for the massive

amounts of RNA found in infected plant tissue.

There is still much to be learned about the nature of flame chlorosis,

including many aspects of its mechanism of replication. Fortunately, the

understanding of the ways in which plant viruses replicate has increased

remarkably over the last ten years with the development of nucleotide

sequencing of viral RNA genomes via cDNA clones and development of

improved methods of RdRp isolation. With respect to FC, nucleotide

sequencing has allowed the identification of the putative viral component of the

RdRp complex. Considering all the information known about FC, there is a

strong indication for the existence of a highly active membrane-associated

RdRp. This hypothesis, together r¡¡ith the insight provided by other well-

characterized RdRps, has led to the investigation of the nature of FC

replication by attempting to'isolate and chara ctertze the putative FCRdRp.
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NI. MATERIALS AND METHODS

À FC-specific Run-off Transcripts

Dig-labelled FC run-off transcripts \¡¡ere used as probes in the

hybridization studies, while unlabelled FC run-off transcripts were used as

template RNA in the FCRdRp assays. Number 14-, #2I- and #23FCRNA and

FCdigRNA were made from FC-specific cDNA clones. Using plasmid, pTZ18U

(which contains a T7 promoter site), çornFlementary DNA, made from gel-

purified FCdsRNA, was inserted into the SrnaI site downstream from the T7

promoter site, creating FC-specific clones as described by Haber et al. (1992).

The clones with the longest inserts, FCcDNA-14 (585 bp), FCcDNA-21 (61a bp)

and FCcDNA-23 (605 bp) were used to make RNA probes; #21 and #23 were

also used to make template RNA for the RdRp assay. The clones \Mere

linearized wiLh HindIII and used as template DNA by T7 polymerase to make

run-offtranscripts using the GeniusrM SP6Æ7 RNA labelling kit and protocol

(Boehringer Mannheim). The protocol describes the method for making dig-

labelled run-off transcripts (probes); this method was modifìed to create

unlabelled run-off transcripts (FCRdRp templates) as well, by substituting

unlabelled nucleotides for the dig-labelled nucleotides in the reaction mixture.

The kit also provides a linearized plasmid, pSPT19, which has a SP6 promoter

and can be used to make pSPTL9-RNA run-off trancripts using SP6

polymerase. These *rr-off'were used to provide the FCRdRp with a "false
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template" in order to test the enzymes template specificity. The amount of

RNA synthesized was measured using a spectrophotometer (extinction

coeffrcient (E;!) at 260 nm, is 25).

B. Purification of FC-Specifïc RNA

FC-specific RNA was used in the hybridization studies and as template

RNA in the FCRdRp assays. The extraction method used to purify FC-specific

RNA from infected plant tissue was derived from a method previously

described by Koller et al. (1932). Ten g of FC-infected barley tissue was finely

pulverized using liquid nitrogen and a mortar and pestle. The frozen powder

\¡¡as stirred in an emulsion of equal volumes of phenoVcresoVs-

hydroxyquinoline (f 000:140:1, w/v/w) and a bufier containing 0.5Vo

naphthalene-l,5-disulphonic acid (sodium salt), 50 mM NaCl, and 10 mM Tris-

tICl (pH 7.4) tEl (1 g tissue/lO mL [E]). The emulsion was stirred at 4"C for

30 min and then centrifuged at 3 000 x g for 15 min at 4"C. The aqueous

phase was then removed and 4-aminosalicy'ate (sodium salt) was added to a

final concentration of 6Vo. The phenoVcresol extraction \¡¡as repeated once

more; the volume of the aqueous phase was measured and 2.5 volumes of gSVa

ethanol were added to precipitate the RNA overnight at -20"C. The next day,

it was centrifuged at 3 000 x g for 20 min at 4"C. The precipitate was then

resuspended in L0 mL of TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0),

2 mL of water-saturated phenol, and 2 mL of chloroform, vortexed, and then

centrifuged at 3 000 x g for L0 min at 4"C. The aqueous phase was carefully
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removed and the volume measured. 2.5-3.0 volumes of ethanol was added and

the RNA was precipitated for 2 h at -20"C and then centrifuged at 15-20 000

x g for 30 min. The resulting pellet was dried under vacuum.

The rest of the procedure for separating dsRNA from ssRNA was as

described by Morris and Dodds (1979). The nucleic acid pellet was

resuspended in 2 mI-' of buffer A (200 mM NaCl, 100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4,5

mM EDTA, pH 8.0, in a frnal concentration of LSVo ethanol). A

chromatography column \Mas prepared by mixing CF-11 cellulose powder

(Whatman) with buffer A, allowing it to sediment and then decanting the fine

powder floating on top. The remaining slurry was poured into a mini-column

and the buffer was allowed to pour through. After the column was tightly

packed, using the lid, it was washed several times with buffer A. The sample

was then added to the column and the eflluent was collected in a 30 mL Corex

tube. The column was rinsed 7 times with 1 mL of buffer A, collecting in the

same tube. After the final rinse, the column was repacked. This frrst,

unbound efTluent contained FC-specific ssRNA (FCssRNA). The FC-specific

dsRNA (FCdsRNA), that was bound to the column, was eluted vrith buffer B

(buffer A without ethanol) in the same \ilay. Both the FCssRNA and

FCdsRNA were precipitated overnight at -20'C v¡ith 2.5 volumes of ethanol

and 1/10 the volume of 3 M NaOAc. The next day, the RNA was pelleted by

centrifuging at 15-20 000 x g for 30-45 min. The pellet was resuspended after

drytng in sterile deionized lt6 -.guohms/cm) water. The amount of RNA
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present in each sample was then measured with a spectrophotometer

(extinction coefficient (8,lfl ) at 260 nm, is 25).

C. Isolation of RdR,p from FC.Infected Plants

For isolation 1, young barley plants identified with the classic flame

chlorosis symptoms (Haber et al.l-990) were harvested from the field when the

plants were at the 2-leaf stage of growth and healthy barley plants (2-teaf

stage) were taken from the greenhouse. FC-infected tissue, frozen at -70'C for

approximately one year, was used for isolation 2 and leaves from two-month

old FC-infected field transplants \trere used for isolation 3. Methods for

extraction were adapted from procedures previously reported (Quadt and

Jaspers 1990; Hayes and Buck 1990). All steps \trere performed at 4"C or on

ice, unless otherwise stated.

Leaf tissue (10 g) was ground in a mortar using carborundum (820 grit,

Fisher Scientifrc) as an abrasive in 20 ml of Buffer 1 (81) (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH

7.4; 15 mM Mgclr; L0 mM KCI; 20vo (v/v) glycerol; O.rvo (v/v) B-

mercaptoethanol). The homogenate was then filtered through one layer of

Miracloth (Calbiochem, La Jolla, CA.) and centrifuged at 3 000 g for l-0 min.

The supernatant was subsequently recentrifuged at 30 000 g for 30 min. The

resulting pellet \¡¡as resuspended in 3.0 mL of Buffer 2 (Bz) (50 mM Tris-HCl,

pH 8.2; 10 mM MgClr; 10 mM dithiothreitol (DTT); \Vo (v/v) glycerol). L\Vo

(v/v) nonidet P-40 (NP-40) and 750 mM KCI were added in frnal volume of 5.0

mL. The mixture was stirred for one hour and then centrifuged at 100 000 g
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for 30 min. The supernatant was collected and applied to linear 22-44Vo (v/v)

glycerol gradients.

Two L2 mllinear 22-44Vo (v/v) glycerol gradients were prepared in B2NK

(Buffer 2 containing 0.5Va (v/v) NP-40 and 100 mM KCI). 2.5 ml of the 100 000

g supernatant was layered onto each gradient. Gradients v/ere run at 80 000

g for 20 h at 2"C. To avoid the upper "green-pigmented" fraction, the lower,

clear fraction (approximately 8 mL) of each gradient was collected from the

bottom and one fraction was subsequently concentrated using Centricon-30

microconcentrators (Amicon, Inc., Beverly, MA) according to manufacturers

instructions (Fraction 1). The second prepared gradient fraction was applied

to a DEAE-Biogel A column equilibrated with B2N (Buffer 2 containing}.TSVo

(v/v) NP-40) for further purification. Unbound and weakly anionic proteins

\Ã¡ere washed through with 10 mL of B2N containing 50 mM KCl. The fraction

containing RdRp activity was eluted with I ml B2N containing 500 mM KCl.

The Biogel eluate was concentrated in Centricon-3O's (Fraction 2). AIt

preparations were stored at -70"C.

D. RdRp Protein Concentration

The protein concentrations of the RdRp preparations \Mere examined using

a Micro BCA (bicinchoninic acid) Protein Assay Reagent Kit (Pierce). The

microtitre plate protocol was followed. The retentates (from the Centricon-30's)

of fraction 1 and 2 werediluied 1/300 in deionized water followed by five two-
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fold dilutions. The bovine serum albumin (BSA) standards and the working

reagent were then prepared according to manufacturer's instructions. 100 pL

of each standard, blank (deionized water), and unknown sample was then

pipetted into the appropriate microtitre plate wells. This was followed by 100

¡rL of working reagent. The samples were mixed for 30 sec on a shaking bed

and then the plate was covered and incubated at 37"C for 2 h. The absorbance

was read at 590 nm with a microtiter plate reader. A standard curve was

prepared by plotting the net absorbance at 590 nm vs. protein (BSA)

concentration. Using this standard curve, the protein concentration for each

unknown protein sample was determined.

E. The FCRdRp Assay

RdRp activity was assayed using the Genius'" SP6Æ7 RNA labelling kit.

The procedure was modifred to include a time course sampling, to show

increased incorporation of the non-radioactive digUTP with time, representing

true RdRp activity.

The RdRp assay mixtures contained 10 pL of each FCRdRp preparati ott, 2

pL 10x transcription buffer (Boehringer Mannheim) (400 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.2;

60 mM MgClr; 100 mM DTT; 20 rìM spermidine; 100 mM NaCl; LIJ/pL RNase

inhibitor), 1 ÌrL RNasin (a0 U/pL) (Promega), 1 pg ¡smplate RNA, 2 pL NTp

labelling mixture (Boehringer Mannheim) (ro mM ATP, crP, GTp; 6.5 mM

urP; 3.5 mM digurP in Tris-HCl, pH 7.5), made up to final volume of 20 pL
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with sterile deionized water. T7 polymerase activity was included as a positive

control. It was prepared the same \¡¡ay, except 2 pL of T7 polymerase was

added, instead of 10 ¡rL FCRdRp and 1 pg of linearized clone, FCcDNA-21,

instead of template RNA. The assay mixtures were incubated at room

temperature. 4 ¡rl-time samples \Mere taken at 0, 1-5, 30, and 120 min from

the start of incubation. The remaining 4 ¡rL were used for analysis of the

FCRdRp products. The reaction was stopped by adding the time sample to a

stopping/denaturing buffer containing NaTEDTA and 37Vo formaldehyde with

a final concentration of .02 M and 30vo, in a total volume of 24 pL (the TZ

products \ryere usually diluted 100-fold). After 120 min, the time samples \ryere

denatured by heating to g5"C for 10 min, followed by a quick chill on ice, and

brief centrifugation. In order to be able to quantify the amount of RNA

present in each spot, a calibration strip was made of known amounts of #21dig-

labelled FCRNA run-off transcripts (#2lFCdigRNA). The strip consisted of

severr two-fold dilutions of #2lFCdigRNA so that the most concentrated spot

contained 2 000 pg of RNA and each subsequent spot contained half as much

FCdigRNA as the previous spot. These calibratio¡ samples were diluted in the

stopping/denaturing buffer and were treated in the same way as the RdRp

products before being spotted onto a nylon membrane. 20 pL of each

denatured sample was spotted onto nylon membrane (NyTran, Sctrleicher and

Schuell, Keene, NH) using a dot blot manifold (Bio-Rad, Richmond, CA)

according to manufacturer's instructions. Afïer air-drying the membranes, the
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nucleic acid was fixed by irradiation with ultraviolet light (800 nm) for B min.

F. Differential Adsorption

The membranes \Mere then pre-wetted in sterile distilled water and then

transferred to four changes of 0.5 M NarHPOn, pH 7.0 washes where they were

swirled in solution for 2 min in each wash. The washes were followed by a

brief immersion in 70Vo ethanol and then they were transferred to distilled

water. This washing removed unincorporated nucleotides which stick less

tightly to the membrane. The dot blots \¡¡ere then ready for immunological

detection.

G. Electrophoresis

1. Non-denaturing Gel Electrophoresis of FCRdRp products

4 pL of the 20 pL assay tube volumes were removed after 120 min

incubation and 4 pL loading buffer (40Vo (w/v) sucrose, .25Vo (w/v) bromophenol

blue, .]^2M EDTA, pH 8.0) was added. These samples were electrophoresed

on a l.\Vo (w/v) non-denaturing agarose minigel in l-x TAE (40 mM Tris-

acetate, 1 mM EDTA). The gels were usually run for B h at 40 v. The gels

were stained for 20 min in a solution of deionized water and 0.5 ttylpL

ethidium bromide, followed by destaining in deionized water for 20 min.
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2. Denaturing Gel Electrophoresis of purifïed FCRNA

Purified FCssRNA and FCdsRNA \ /ere electrophoresed on a forrnaldehyde-

denaturing gel (L.íVo). The protocol for electrophoresis of RNA through gels

containing formaldehyde, described by sambrooket øt. (Lggg), \ryas adjusted for

a mini-gel apparatus. 2.5 ¡ù of FCssRNA and FCdsRNA and 4.5 ¡rL of RNA

from healthy barley and a .24-9.5 Kb BRL RNA ladder were loaded onto the

gel. Three of these gels were prepared and all were run for B h at 40 V.

3. Northern Blotting

After electrophoresis, the gels \ryere washed in deionized water and then

soaked in 50 mM NaOH and L0 mM NaCl (Bharathanet al.Igg2). The RNA,

present in the gels, was then transferred to NyTran using the model 285

vacuum blotter (Bio-Rad), accordingto manufacturer,s instructions, in 10x SSC

(1.5 M NaCl, .15 M sodium citrate) for g0 min at 5 inches of Hg. After the

transfer, the membranes were soaked in 2x SSC for 5 min and then air-dried.

The FCRdRp product blots were ready for immunological detection and the

blots made from the denatured gels were ready for hybridization \Ã¡ith FC-

specific probes.
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4. Hybridizations

Each of the dig-Iabelled run-off transcripts, #2lFCdigRNA, #2BFCdigRNA

and #L4FCdigRNA, were used to probe one of the three blots containing

denatured FCRNA. The probes were made as described in section A. Blots

\ryere prehybridized, with gentle shaking, at G8'C ror 2 h in 5 mL of

hybridization solution (50Vo deionized formamide, O.IVo N-lauroylsarcosine,

0.02Vo SDS, 20Vo (w/v) blocking agent (Boehringer Mannheim)). 0.5 pL of the

appropriate FCRNA probe (#2I, #ZB, or #14) was heated to g5"C for 10 min in

5 mL of hybridizationsolution. The hybridization solution was d.ecanted from

the blot and the freshly denatured probe was added and incubated overnight

(76-20 h) at 68'C with gentle shaking. The hybrid.ization solution was

decanted and the blots \¡¡ere washed 2x in 250 mL of wash L (2x SSC, g.Lva

SDS) for 5 min each, followed by two washes in wash 2 (0.1x SSC, 0.LVo SDS)

for 15 min each. The RNA was fixed to the membrane by microwaving for S

min. The blots \Mere then ready for irrmunological detection.

H. ftntt u¡rological Detection of Digoxigerrin

1. rncubation with Anti-digoxigenin Alkaline phosphatase

Membranes were equilibrated in 50 mL of buffer A (o.r M Tris-HCl, pH 2.0;

0.15 M NaCl) for 1 min, then blocked for 3 h at room temperature (using

gentle agitation) with 50-100 mT, of buffer B (buffer A containing ZVo (w/v)

Boehringer Mannheim blocking agent) to prevent non-specific binding of the
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antibody. Near the end of the S-hr incubation period, 20-sO mL of a 1:5 000

dilution of antidigoxigenin alkaline phosphatase (adigAP) (Boehringer

Mannheim) in buffer B was prepared (antibody solution). After the blocking

solution was decanted, the antibody solution was added, and the container

with the membranes was gently agitated for 30 min at room temperature. The

antibody solution was decanted and the membrane \ryas washed twice for 15

min with 200-250 mL of buffer A to remove unbound antibody.

2. Reaction with Chemiluminescent Substrate

Northern blots of the FCss- and FCdsRNA were developed using a

chemiluminescent substrate, CSPD (disodium 3-(4-methoxyspiro{1,2-dioxetane-

3,2'-(5'chloro)tricyclo[3.3.1.13'7]decan]phenyl phosphate) (Bio/Can Scientific),

with detection on Polaroid Type 55 film. The membranes were pre-wetted in

CSPD substrate buffer (0.1 M diethanolamine (DEA); 1 mM MgClr). Excess

buffer was decanted and the membranes r¡¡ere incubated in CSPD solution

(0.25 mM csPD substrate in csPD substrate buffer; 0.5 mu100 cm2) and

rocked gently for 5 min to ensure even distribution of the reagent. The excess

solution was then drained off and the blot was placed, with a thin film of

CSPD, "face-down", on a glass plate which was then placed in a small plastic

Ziploc bag and sealed. In a dark room this, 'blot-in-a-bag ', was taped in place

on the uncovered photographic emulsion of a sheet of Type 55 film secured in

a Polaroid film holder. The film hotder was kept in complete darkness for the
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duration of the 16 h exposure. The film was developed in the normal way after

removing the 'blot-in-a-bag' from the film and re-inserting the film envelope.

3. Reaction with Chromogenic Substrate

Dot blots and northern blots of the FCRdRp assay products were developed

using a chromogenic substrate. Membranes were fîrst equilibrated in 50 mL

buffer C (0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH 9.5; 0.1 M NaCl; 0.05 M MgClr) for 2 min. The

chromogenic NBTÆCIP substrate solution was freshly prepared according to

manufacturer's instructions (Boehringer Mannheim), and 10 mL was placed in

a dish large enough for the membranes. The membranes \ryere then

transferred to the dish containing the substrate and left to develop overnight

(16 h) in the dark at 20-25"C. The reaction was then stopped by transferring

the membranes into buffer D (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0; 1 mM EDTA) for 5

min. Membranes were then air-dried and wrapped in cellophane a\¡¡ay from

direct light.

I. frnmunizations

Three pre-irrmune serum sarnples were collected from an albino New

Zealand white rabbit. The rabbit was then immunized \Mith 20 pg of FCRdRp

mixed \¡¡ith 200 pg of AdjuPrime'" fmmune Modulator (Pierce) by intradermal

injections at multiple sites. Booster injections \Ã¡ere repeated two times at two-

week intervals, and prior to the third injection, the antigen was denatured in
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0.IVo SDS. Antisera was collected three times, at one week intervals, after the

third injection.

J. In aítro Tîanscription/Tlanslation

The circulartzed form of clone FCcDNA-23 was used as template DNA in the

T¡lur" Coupled Reticulocyte Lysate system (Promega), an in uitro

transcription/translation system, to generate 35S-labelled FC-specific proteins

(FC23Ps) according to manufacturer's protocol.

K. Double Immunodiffusion

Ouchterlony double diffusion in agar gel on glass slides (Ouchterlony 1g68)

was used to determine if homogeneity existed between the FC23Ps and the

antisera prepared against the FCRdRp preparation. 5 pL of FC2SPg \¡¡as

loaded in the center well and the eight peripheral wells were filled in pairs

with 10 pL undiluted rabbit pre-immune serum, rabbit antisera prepared

against BMV particles (antiBMV), and 2nd and 3rd week post-injection rabbit

antisera prepared against the FCRdRp preparation (antiFCRffip). The slide

was then incubated at room temperature overnight in a moist chamber to

obtain precipitin reactions. The precipitin bands \Ã¡ere visualized by exposing

the slide to x-ray film for 3 h and then developing the film according to usual

protocol.
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TV. RESIILTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Nature of the FC Genome

Northern analysis of dsRNA and ssRNA extracted from FC-infected

barley tissue, with probes made from the FC clones, FCcDNA-zr, -29, and -L4,

showed that both FCdsRNA and FCssRNA are present in infected tissue.

#2lFCdigRNA hybridized strongly to both the ssRNA and dsRNA (Figure 1A),

#2SFCdigRNA hybridized strongly to the dsRNA, but very weakly to the

ssRNA (Figure 1B), and #l4FCdigRNA hybridized strongly to the ssRNA and

weakly to the dsRNA, but to a different population of RNA than #21 or #23

(Figure 1C). It appears that #l4FCdigRNA hybridizes to one RNA band in the

healthy RNA extract, however, because all previous hybridizations \Mith

healthy RNA extracts \trere negative, this preparation was probably

contaminated with FCRNA. All cDNA clones had been made from purified

dsRNA extracted from FC-infected barley and therefore, were disease-specific

as dsRNA is not found in healthy barley RNA extracts. Furthermore, the

clones contained unique sequences when compared to all known sequences

recorded in Genbank. The hybridization of run-off transcripts, made from

these clones, to both ds- and ssRNA indicated that FC-infected tissue contained.

not only FCdsRNA, but FCssRNA as well.

The genome size of FC has not been fully determined, but the results of

hybridization studies with definitive FC probes, provide enough information to



Figure 1. Northern blots of formaldehyde-denaturing gels containing FCss- and

FCdsRNA. The blots were probed \¡v-ith, (A) #2lFCdigRNA; (B) #2BFCdigRNA; and

(C) #14FCdigRNA. Each blot was developed in CSPD with detection on Polaroid type

55 film. 4 pg of RNA was loaded into each well. Lane 1, FCssRNA; lane 2, ssRNA

extracted from healthy barley; lane B, BRL RNA radder, ,24-9.5 kb; lane 4, FCdsRNA.

(Note: These fîgures are computer-scanned images of the original Northern blots)
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make a preliminary estimation. FCcDNA-2L, -23, and -14 represent the largest

inserts sequenced (sequencing was performed by D.A. Wakarchuk, PheroTech.

Inc., Delta, British Columbia). Together, probes from these inserts, appear to

hybridize to the entire FCRNA population, with #laFCdigRNA covering a

different population than #2L- and #23FCdigRNA. Sequencing analysis has

revealed t}.at #2L and #23 share a complementary overlap of 408 bps. #zI

extends 211- bases beyond the last base of the overlap and #23 extends 207

bases past the last base of the overlap in the opposite direction. These two

inserts represent a sequence 821 bps long. This consensus sequence contains

the putative ORF, which codes for an 11.9 K protein (Figure 2). The #14 insert

is 585 bps long, so together, #2L/#23 and #t4 represent a total of 1406 bps.

The sequence of the FCRNA represented by #14 probably extends beyond the

size of the cDNA insert, which would allow for a second potentiat ORF. It can

be estimated that the genome of FC is not more than 2 000-8 000 bps 1ong,

allowing for the presence of a longer sequence in the FCRNA population

represented by #L4.

Although, not all of the FC cDNA clones have been sequenced, it is likely

that their sequences fall within the sequences covered by #2ll#23 and #14. It

may be argued, however, that because some of the FCdsRNA bands, visualized

with ethidium bromide on an agarose gel, are as large as B 000 bps and that

some of these larger bands (over 1, 000 bps) hybridize with #2LJ#àSFCdigRNA

and others with #l4FCdigRNA, the FC genome must be larger than 3 000 bps.



Figure 2. FC consensus sequence, covering an open reading frame, as established by

FC clones, FCcDNA-21 and FCcDNA-23. Single underline = initiation codon; double

underline = termination codon.



FCCDNA-21
l0

ÀAC.AAATGCT TGTCTAAGAA TACGAGTAAC GCTGCGGGGG GGCGGCGAiU\ CTGGTCACTA

GACAAGGCAC GGTCC.AAAGG AGGGGTGATG TCCTCC.A,CGT GCGGCAGÀCA ÀTCTGAGTTG

TAGCTAATAT GCGGGTGGTC CATACCGGCG TGGGCTCTAG GTTGGGGCCA AGTAGAGGTA

ACCGTGGTGC GATTTATCCG AATGACCTGT TCCGCTCCGC TTCTTCTACC GAGACAGAAG
GGCG ÀÀG.A.àGATGG CTCTGTCTTC

GCCCATAGTG GGGTGTGCGT GAGCCTAGTG GAGGCTCTGC ACGGGCGGAA GCGGGTGCAC
CGGGTATCÀC CCCÀCÀCGCÀ CTCGGÀTCÀC CTCCGÀGÀCG TGCCCGCCTT CGCCCACGTG

TACCGTAGAA ACTAGAATGT TCGTTAGGAC AGGAGCACGC CTTGCCCGCA GACATGTTGT
ÀTGGCÀTCTT TGÀTCTTÀCÀ ÀGCÀÀTCCTG TCCTCGTGCG GAÀCGGGCGT CTGTÀCÀACÀ
+1 31s

GAGAGACGGG GTCCAGGCTG GTCTCATCAC TGATCTTGTC GGCCCTCCTA AGGTCGTCCC
CTCTCTGCCC CÀGGTCCGÀC CÀGÀGTÀGTG ÀCTÀG.àÀCÀG CCGGGÀGGÀT TCCÀGCÀGGG

454

TTTTCGCCTT TTTATCTCTT CTCCAGCTCT GTCCTTCGTC CGGATGTGCT CTTCC.AACCA
À.àÀÀGCGGAÀ ÀÀÀTÀGÀGÀÀ GÀGGTCGÀGÀ EÀGGÀÀGCÀG GCCTÀCÀCGÀ GÀÀGGTTGGT

ACCGGAGGAA ACÀ,CCGACGT AGGAGTTCTG AAAGTGATGA TAGGGGCTAA GTGCGACCCG
TGGCCTCCTT TGTGGCTGCÀ TCCTCÀÀGÀC TTTCÀCTÀCT ÀTCCCCGÀTT CÀCGCTGGGC

GCTGTACAGG CACCATCCTT GCGGCACCGT GAGTTTCCCA AGCCATAATG GGCGTGGGCT
CGÀCÀTGTCC GTGGTÀGGÀÀ CGCCGTGGCÀ CTCÀÀIIGGGT TCGGTÀTTÀC CCGCÀCCCGÀ

CTAACGTACT TTGT
GÀTTGEÀTGÀ ÀÀC.AGÀÀTCÀ ÀÀGCTÀGTÀÀ ÀGCGCTTÀCT GCCÀÀCCCTÀ CGÀÀGGCCÀC

#2-

CTGEÀTTGGÀ TGGTGGGGGG CTÀCCCCGGC CCTCGT.âÀGT CTGEÀÀTTCÀ GCGTCCCGÀT

CTGÀGCCÀ.AG CGÀÀTÀGCCC ÀCCTCÀCGCG C.AÀTÀCGGTC ÀGCTGGGCCC CCÀCCÀÀCCG

821

TCCTGGTÀGC GÀCCÀGGTTG GÀCTGÀÀGGC CTGCTTCCTC T

FCCDNÀ-23

5(¡
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This argument is disputable, for although the sequences of these larger bands

have yet to be determined, size estimation of the FCRNA bands reveals that

the sizes of the larger bands are exact multiples of the smaller band sizes

(Haber et aI. 1990). These dsRNA species might be the replication

intermediates in a 'rolling circle' mechanism for replication, in a manner

similar to that described for viroids (Branch et al. LggI) and nepovirus satellite

RNA (Kiefer et al. 1982). Based on this indirect knowledge, it is possible to

speculate that the larger bands represent repeats of unit length, concatemers,

and therefore, that the FC genome is under B 000 bps in length. More

sequencing will be required to determine whether or not this estimate is

accurate.

From sequencing data, it is known that in pTZLSIJ (transcription vector),

on the T7 polymerase template strand, t}re #21insert exists in positive sense

strand orientation, while the #23 insert is in negative sense so that their run-

offtranscripts (probes) are in opposite sense. The fact that the #2lFCdigRNA

probe (negative sense) hybridizes strongly to FCssRNA and the #2SFCdigRNA

(positive sense) does, but very weakly, suggests that the FCssRNA is,

predominately, positive sense. This result is to be expected since it is this

strand that readily acts as mRNA in the protein synthesizing system.

Although, from sequence analysis, it is not known in what orientation

#14FCcDNA exists in the vector, its ability to hybridize to FCssRNA indicates

that the sequence, which acts as a template for the TT pol¡merase, is in
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positive sense.

The presence of both FCss- and FCdsRNA in infected plants as well as

in the FC vector, Pythiurn (Haber et al. 1994, in review), together with

evidence of massive amplification of FCRNA upon host plant infection,

indicates the existence of a highly-active RNA-dependent RNA pol¡rmerase

(RdRp). other bacterial, animal and plant RNA viruses use RdRp's to

replicate their RNA, so it was reasonable to expect that the extremely high

replication of FC in plant infection also involved an RdRp. It was this

expectation that directed this research towards elucidating the replicative

mechanism behind FC by isolating and charactertzing the putative FC-specific

RdRp.

B. Characterization of the FCRdRp

Research on RdRp's is directed towards studying the interactions of the

enzJrne and its template in order to understand its mechanism of replication.

This interaction can be monitored in uitro in RdRp preparations (purified to as

near to homogeneity as possible) with the use of erlzJ¡me activity assays.
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1. Prelirninar5r Tests

Methods used for extracting and isolating active FC RNA-dependent

RNA pol¡rmerase from infected barley tissue \Mere adapted from procedures

used for extracting BMV RdRps (because similar tissue (barley) was used) and

CMV RdRps (because this is the most purified RdRp preparation described for

plant viral RdRps) (Quadt and Jaspars 1990; Hayes and Buck 1gg0). To

foresee and solve any technical difficulties that may have arisen as a result of

modifrcations to these other methods, preliminary tests were performed with

BMV-infected material (not shown). To demonstrate that an active RdRp could

be isolated using this adapted method, a special polymerase activity assay was

developed.

The assays employed by all other researchers involve the use of a

radioactive nucleotide triphosphate (NTP) precursor (usually tsrplutp). They

are able to assay the amount of enzJ¡rne activity based on the amount of

[32P]UTP incorporated into trichloroacetic acid (TCA) precipitable products

(RNA), measured using a scintillation counter. Here, a non-radioactive

pol¡rmerase assay method is introduced. It is based on a modification of the

SP6Æ7 RNA labelling system described in Materials and Methods (Chapter III,

Section A). ln other radioactive polymerase assays, radioactive NTPs are used

as tracers to monitor the progress of polymerase activity. To calculate the

efficiency of these reactions, it is necessarJ¡ to measure, accurately, the

proportion of the radioactive precursor that has been incorporated. This is
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achieved by differential precipitation of the RNA'with TCA, usually onto glass

fibre filters. This method elutes unincorporated precursors while the RNA

remains fi.xed, so that any measure of radioactivity is due only to incorporated

nucleotides. Similarly, to measure true FCRdRp activity, a method for the

removal of unincorporated digUTPs must be employed. Preliminary tests \ryere

performed to assess the effectiveness of TCA precipitation for this non-

radioactive assay, ie.,to see if digoxigenin could withstand TCA treatment and

to see if TCA washes would remove free digUTPs from the support while

precipitating digRNA. This method proved to be unsuccessful as the

background was too high and no RNA was detected. This finding led to an

alternative approach which employed the property of differential adsorption of

products onto positively charged surfaces. NyTran, a positively charged nylon

membrane, was used as the support medium to test this application. A

dilution series of digRNA and one of the DIG RNA labelling mixture (source

of unincorporated digNTPs, provided by the kit) were spotted onto the

membrane (10 pllspot). The membrane was washed in several changes of

sodium phosphate and developed as described in Materials and Methods

(Chapter III, Section H). The digRNA remained on the membrane, while

unincorporated nucleotides were washed away (Figure B). This was the

method selected for the FCRdRp assay.



Figure 3. Differential adsorption of #2lFCdigRNA vs. unincorporated digUTPs on

NyTran. Each sample is diluted 2-fold with the most dilute sample at the top. The

most concentrated RNA sample contains 1 ng of #2lFCdigRNA and the most

concentrated sample of DIG RNA labelling mixture contains the equivalent molar

amount of digUTP,2.2x lO-rsmoles (row e). Column 1, #zlFCdigRNA; column 2, DIG

RNA labelling mixture; column 3, deionized water.

(Note: This figrrre is a computer-scanned image of the original dot blot.)
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2. Disease.specificity

When isolating viral RdRps from infected tissue, only enzJ¡rne

preparations that synthesize full-length products complementary to either

endogenous or to added homologous or closely related templates, are considered

disease-specific. This was a control for the many cases in which an RdRp

makes heterogeneous short transcripts on an endogenous template or on any

added full-length template. These properties are characteristic of host RdRps

that have been reviewed extensively by Fraenkel-Conrat (1986) and Hall eú

aI.(L982).

Therefore, to determine whether or not the enz¡rme activity observed

with the RdRp preparations made from FC-infected plants was disease-specific,

it was necessary to demonstrate two things: (1), that a similar activity was not

observed in a preparation made from healthy material and, (2), that the

enzJ¡rne preparation made from infected tissue was template specific and

capable of synthesizing fullJength transcripts.

The synthesis of run-offtranscripts from linearized FCcDNA-21 using

T7 polymerase, represented a positive control in each RdRp assay. This

reaction demonstrated the expected increase of incorporated digUTPs with

time as indicated by an increase in the signal.

Similar preparations were made from both healthy and FC-infected

barley tissue at the two-leaf stage of growth (isolation 1). The Fraction 2

FCRdRp preparation made in isolation 1 was used in all RdRp assays unless
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otherwise stated. The heatthy preparation was primed with #21FCRNA and

the FC preparation was primed v¡ith #2lFCRNA, #23FCRNA and also with a

"false" template, pSPT19-RNA made from a transcription plasmid control. A

dilution series of the FCRdRp preparation was made in order to fìnd an

activity-limiting dilution. Each preparation \¡¡as assayed for activity. An

activityJimiting dilution for the FCRdRp was not established., as the most

dilute FCRdRp preparation (Figure 4, column 6) produced the best signal. The

healthy preparation showed no activity (Fig¡¡re 4, column g), while the FC

preparation showed activitywith each template, atthough the FCRNAprovided

a more efficient template (Figure 4, columns 6 & 7). Other stud.ies have shown

that greater template specificity is a quality associated with more purified

RdRp preparations. Quadt et al. (1990), working on BMV, demonstrated that

the RNAs of alfalfa mosaic virus (AIMV) could not serve as templates for the

BMV RdRp. fn contrast to this, previous studies showed that crude BMV

RdRp preparations were able to use AIMV RNA as templates, although with

much less efliciency (Quadt et a|.1988). Although these studies suggest that

the FCRdRp preparations are relatively crude, it is important to note that

there is enhanced enz¡rme activity when the FCRdRp is primed with its own

template RNA. This level of specificity demonstrates that the activity detected

in RdRp preparations made from FC-infected tissue is FC-specific.

More purified preparations not only display a greater template

specificity, but they also have increased polymerase activity. Fractio n 2, for



Figure 4. FCRdRp assay #1 - Disease-specifîc polymerase activity in FC-infected

barley. #2I-FCRNA was used as the template unless otherwise stated,. (A), Column

'J., T7 polymerase activity (positive control); column 2, FCRdRp diluted B 000-fo1d;

column 3, 6 000-fold; column 4,12 000-fold; column 5,24 000-fold; column G, 48 000-

fold; column 7, 12 000-fold primed with pSPT19-RNA template (false template);

column 8, 12 000-fold primed \Mith #23FCRNA template; column 9, fraction 1 from

healthy tissue diluted L2 000-fold. (B), calibration strip of a 2-fold dilution of

#2lFCdigRNA in duplicate. The most concentrated spot contains 2 000 pg of

#2lFCdigRNA (row a).

(Note: These figures are computer-scanned images of the original dot blots)
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the barley (Figure 5, colurnns 4 & 5), produced a greater signal than fraction

1 (Figure 5, columns 2 & 3). The fraction 2 preparations are more purifred

than the fraction 1 preparations, which may explain the increased activity, ie.,

the DEAE Biogel A column may have removed some inhibitory proteins such

as ribonucleases. The increase in template concentration does not enhance the

activity of the enzyne as seen by comparing column 6 \Ã¡ith column 2, this may

be due to a feed-back inhibition mechanism that regulates the amount of

FCRNA produced by the enzJ¡rne.

3. Promoter Strengths of FCRNA

To compare the promoter strengths of different FCRNAs, the FCRdRp

was primed with #23FCRNA, the positive sense strand, which is in opposite

orientation to #2lFCRNA, sharing a complementary sequence overlap of 40S

bases (Figure 4, columns 4 & 8). From these results it is difficult to determine

which strand contains a more active promoter. In the systems of positive sense

RNA viruses, asymmetric replication of the RNA occurs. For example, in

BMV, the positive strands can out number the minus strands up to 100:1

(French and Alquist 1987) and in AIMV, the ratio is estimated to be 1 000:L

(Nassuth and Bol 1983). Using in uitro mutagenesis, Huntley and Hall (1ggg)

found that intercistronic regions in BMV RNA 3 are involved in the regulation

of the replication of RNA 1 and 2, ie., their positive:negative strand ratios.

When the intercistronic region of RNA 3 was absent from protoplast viral RNA



Figure 5. FCRdRp assay #2 - Activtties of FCRdRp preparations from different levels

of purification. All FCRdRp assays were primed with #21FCRNA unless otherwise

stated. (AXi), Column I, T7 polymerase activity; column 2, fraction 1 from barley;

column 3, fraction 1 from wheat; column 4, fraction 2 from barley; column 5, fraction

2 from wheat; column 6, fraction 1 from barley primed with 2x the amount of

template; column 7, fraction 1 from barley primed with pSPTI-9-RNA; (ii), calibration

strip as prepared in figure 4.

(Note: These figures are computer-scanned images of the original dot blots)
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replication assays, the positive:negative strand ratio for both RNA L and 2 was

approximately 1:1, but when native RNA B was included, the ratio was

approximately 100:1 for both RNAS. This trans-action type of control may also

be present in the FC replication mechanism. From the northern blot studies

of FCss- and FCdsRNA, it is known that the positive-sense strands are the

predominant single-stranded form of the genome, however, this assay has

failed to reveal the presence of a more active promoter in #21FCRNA, the

negative-sense strand. It is possible that control over the regulation of these

promoters is present on another FCRNA strand not present in these assay

mixtures.

¿. Analysis of RdRp Assay Reaction products

In order to determine whether or not the RdRp was capable of

synthesizing full-length complementary transcripts, the remaining reaction

products from the assay seen in Figure 4 were electrophoresed and analyzed

on an agarose minigel (Figure 6A). One major band appears in the lanes

corresponding to the FCRdRp products. This band is approximately the same

size as the larger band seen in lane 1 (8.5 lft). The band in lane 1_ represents

either, linearized clone DNA transcription template (used to make unlabelled

#21FCRNA for the assay), or run-around transcripts (T7 products made from

unlinearized clone DNA). To clarify the identity of these bands, the gel was

blotted onto NyTran and incubated with antidigoxigenin alkaline phosphatase



Figure 6. Analysis of the FCRdRp products from assay #I. 4 pL of the 20 pL assay

tube volume were removed after 120 min incubation and electrophoresed on a l.1Vo

(lv/v) non-denaturing agarose minigel for 3 h at 40 V and stained with ethidium

bromide (A); and then vacuum blotted (B). The blot was incubated with adigAP and

developed in NBT/BCIP. Lane 1, #21"FCdigRNA; lane 2, FCRdRp diluted 12 000-fold

(15 min incubation); lane 3,12 000-fold; lane 4,24 000-fold; lane 5,48 000-fold; lane

6, 12 000-fold with #23FCRNA template; lane 7, purified FC-specific dsRNA from

barley (FCdsRNA). Products from lanes 2 and 3 were precipitated before loading.

(Note: These figures are computer-scanned images of the original gel and btot)
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(adigAP) and then developed in NBT/BCIP AP substrate solution (figure 6B).

The "blurry" band at approximately 700 bp is probably unincorporated

digUTPs because this band is not present in lane 2 and B where the products

were precipitated before loading. Signal was produced by the 8.5 Kb bands,

indicating that digUTPs were incorporated. Therefore, these bands \¡¡ere

polymerase products synthesized during the assay. The 8.5 Kb bands were

thought at fìrst to be products of the FCRdRp (dsRNA), but because their sizes

were almost identical to the size of the band present in lane 1, which, as the

blot reveals, represents run-around transcripts, it was concluded that these

bands were also run-around transcripts. These bands could only be produced

if some T7 polymerase, co-precipitated with the unlabelled #21FCRNA, used

as template for the FCRdRp. Tz polymerase would, therefore, be present,

although in lesser amounts, in the RdRp assay mixtures. If this were the case,

the signals observed on all previous dot-blots could have been due to residual

T7 activity and not a result of the FCRdRp.

5. Solving T7 Polymerase Contarnination

To abolish any residual T7 polymerase activity, two steps were taken:

(1) all unlabelled run-off transcript templates, used for the FCRdRp assay,

were treated \Mith DNase to digest the original linearized clone, the TZ

pol¡rmerase template; and (2) the unlabelled run-offtranscripts were heated to

80"C for L5 min to inactivate any T7 pol¡merase that may have been present.
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These two precautions ensured that any activity detected in subsequent RdRp

assays could not be attributed to TT pol¡rmerase.

6. Template Dependency

Figure 7A shows true FCRdRp activity, ie., T7 polymerase activity is

abolished. The absence of signal in column 10 shows that there is no T7

polymerase activity. There is a considerable amount of signal in the dot-spots

representing zero time. Zero time represents the first time sample taken after

the addition of the DIG labelling mixture. Approximately 30 sec elapses from

the time the labelling mixture is added until the zero time sample is removed

and added to a stopping/denaturing buffer, so zero time represents products

produced within 30 sec from the start of incubation. Consequently, the

presence of signal in the dot-spot representing zero time may indicate rapid

initiation of RNA synthesis and therefore, may indicate the presence of a

highly active polymerase.

Several other FC-templates are tested here. The FCRdRp actively uses

FCdsRNA as well as FCssRNA, prepared by the Koller method (Koller et al.

1982) from FC-infected barleytissue (Figure 74, columns 6 & 7). The FCRdRp

exhibited a high degree of template dependency since its activity was greatly

stimulated by the addition of FCRNAs and almost no detectable synthesis on

endogenous templates was observed (Figure ZA, columns 2 and 6). To disrupt

the binding of the RdRp to membrane structures and end.ogenous templates,



Figure 7. FCRdRp assay #3 - True FCRdRp activity: T7 polymerase contamination

is abolished. #2lFCRNA was used as the template unless otherwise stated. (A),

Column I, T7 polymerase activity; column 2, FCRdRp diluted 1 000-fold and no

template added; column 3, 1 000-fold; column 4,I0 000-fold; column 5, 100 000-fold;

column 6, 1 000-fold primed with purifred FCdsRNA; column 7, 1 000-fold primed

with purified FCssRNA; column 8, 1 000-fotd primed \Mith #23FCRNA; column g, 1

000-fold primed with pSPT19-RNA; column 10, no FCRdRp present. (B), calibration

strip (prepared the same as in figure 4).
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without destroying its activity, is diflicult. The kind of dependency observed

r¡¡ith the FCRdRp, has been described for only a few eucaryotic viruses

obtained from infected cells, le., poliovirus (Baron and Baltimore 1982), black

beetle virus (Saunders and Kaesberg 1985), turnip yellow mosaic virus

(Mouches et al. L975), brome mosaic virrrs (Quadt et a|.1988), cowpea chlorotic

mottle virus (Miller and Hall l-984), alfalfa mosaic virus (Houwing and Jaspars

1986), and cucumber mosaic virus (Hayes and Buck 1gg0).

7. The FCRdRp is a Tlue Replicase

The remaining products from the assay in Figure 7 were electrophoresed

and then blotted as before (Figure 8). There are no obvious bands, although

a band at 1 000 bp may exist. The blurry band, is again, probably diguTPs,

as these products were not precipitated before loading. The absence of signal

on the blot does not necessarily indicate that there \Mere no products

synthesized, it may simply indicate that the amount loaded was beyond the

limits of immunological detection. Electrophoresis of FCRNA results in about

seven-eleven major RNA bands, and therefore, more RNA is loaded onto a gel

in order to visualize all these species. Similarly, although the products of the

FCRdRp produce a signal on the dot-blot, they may not necessarily result in

signals on the gel blot due to the diluting effect of electrophoresis. It may be

possible to scale up the assay reaction in order to increase the amount of

products synthesized. Although gel analysis has failed to reveal the nature of



Figure 8. Analysis of the FCRdRp products from assay #3. 4 ¡rL of the 20 pL assay

tube volume were removed after 120 min incubation and electrophoresed on a L.íVa

(w/v) non-denaturing agarose minigel for 3 h at 40 V and stained with ethidium

bromide (A); and then vacuum blotted (B). The blot was incubated with adigAP and

developed in NBTIBCIP. Lane 1, #2lFCdigRNA; lane 2, FCRdRp primed with

#2lFCRNA template; lane 3, FCRdRp primed vvith FCdsRNA; lane 4, FCRdRp

primed with FCssRNA; lane 5, FCRdRp primed with #23FCRNA; lane 6, FCRdRp

primed with pSPT19-RNA; lane 7, no FCRdRp \ivith #2I-FCRNA.

(Note: These frgrrres are computer-scanned images of the original gel and blot)
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the FCRdRp products, the FCRdRp's ability to actively use both #21- and

#23FCRNA (Figure 7, column 3 & 8), which represent opposite strands, is

indicative of an enzJrne capable of complete RNA synthesis, ie., a true

replicase.

8. Stability of the FCRdRp

An assay was done to assess the stability of FCRdRp, prepared from the

first isolation, and the quality of some nerffer FCRdRp preparations, isolations

2 and 3 (Figure 9). AII the preparations produced weak signals, both with the

dsRNA and ssRNA templates. The signal from the preparation made from the

first isolation can be expected to be low because, at this point, the preparation

was 7l- days old. The fact that there was any activity was impressive. Hayes

and Buck (1990) reported that their CMV RdRp fraction 4 (similar level of

prrrifrcation as fraction 2 FCRdRp) could be stored at -T\oC,but after thawing,

could not be refrozen without considerable loss of activity. The FCRdRp had

been frozen and thawed seven times, including this assay, so it was expected

to be almost inactive. The FCRdRp preparation stored at -20"C, without

previous thawing, also showed reduced activity, indicating that the stability of

the enzyme \Mas not as well preserved at this temperature as it was at -70'C.

As for the other preparations, their lack of activity can be attributed to the

quality of the original FC-infected plant tissue. Because it was late in the

growing season, so most FC-infected plants were either dead or very necrotic,



Figure 9. FCRdRp assay #4 - Quality of FCRdRp preparations from different

isolations. Each RdRp preparation \¡¡as diluted 1 000-fold. (A), column r, T7

polymerase activity; columns 2 and 3, FzFCRdRpb (isolation 1); colurnns 4 and. 5,

F2FCRdRpb (isolation 1) stored at -20"C; columns 6 and T, F2FCRdRpb (isolation 2);

columns 8 and 9, F2FCRdRpb (isolation 3); column 1-0, no FCRdRp primed with

#21FCRNA. Columns2,4,6, and 8 were primed with FCdsRNA; columns B, 5, 7, and

9 were primed with FCssRNA. (B), calibration strip, as prepared in figure 4.

(Note: These fìgures are computer-scanned images of the original dot blots)
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tissue for isolation 2 was taken from frozen material that had been harvested

the previous year. Leaves from 2 month old FC-infected field transplants were

used for isolation 3. This tissue was not the best for providing active FCRdRp.

Indeed, others have emphasized the need for collecting plant material at a

critical stage of development of infection (Semal and Kumm ert Lg7 0; Hardy et

al. L979). It is thought that an active and inactive forrr of the enzJ¡me may

exist. The active form of the enzJ¡rne might be prevalent only when vigorous

synthesis is occurring and, as infection progresses, the inactive form may

accumulate. This idea Dây, in part, explain the lack of activity for the

FCRdRp preparations made from isolation 2 and 3.

9. Protein Concentrations of FCRdRp Fractions

The protein concentrations for the fraction 1 FCRdRp, fraction 2

FCRdRp, and fraction t healthy preparations were deter:rrined by the

bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay (Pierce) using the bovine senrm albumin (BSA)

standard curye (Figure 10). The results for each sample are shown in Table

1-. Fraction 1 FCRdRp contains 36Vo more protein than its healthy

counterpart. Two possibilities may explain this difference: (1) the virus-like

disease agent stimulates plant protein synthesis of host components required

for its reproduction; and/or (2) the virus-like disease agent produces large

amounts of viral proteins such as the RdRp or a component of the putative

complex using existing host plant enz¡rmes. The coat protein of TMV can



Figure 10. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) standard curve. Thjs curve \ilas used to

estimate the protein concentration of the RdRp preparations.
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Table 1. Calculation of the protein concentration (conc.) of selected fractions from
isolation 1 using the BSA standard curve.

FRACTION
& SOURCE

IDILU|I]oN ABSORBANCE
'' ,i(sgo nm)

PRolqN
CONC.

ç'elpL),

r4,DrusrEp
. :CONC.

'ú"glþL)

FIFCRdRp 2 400 .022 .0082 23.5

4 800 .013 .0057

F2FCRdRp r 200 .026 .0100 12.0

2 400 .011 .0050

Fl(healthy) 2 400 .014 .0060 15.1

4 800 .006 .0033

Fl = fraction 1; F2. = fraction 2

* These dilutions were chosen because their absorbances best reflected the 2-fold dilution.
# Adjusted concentration is equal to the average of the two protein concentrations for each fraction.
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account for up to half of the protein in infected cells, which can occur without

marked effects on the overall content of host proteins, so (2) is a feasible

explanation for the observed increase in protein concentration in FC-infected

plants. Fraction 2 FCRdRp tras 32Vo less protein than fraction 1 FCRdRp due

to further purification using the DEAE Biogel A column.

10. The Specific Activity of the FCRdRp

Attempts to frnd an activity-limiting dilution for the FCRdRp were made

in order to find the optimum concentration for polymerase activity. Ax

activity-limiting dilution was not achieved even at a dilution of 100 000 (Figure

7A).

The units used to describe the specific activity of the FCRdRp were

previously defined by Quadt and Jaspars (1990). One unit of RdRp activity

was defi.ned as 1 femto-mole (fmol) of UMP incorporated in 60 min at 28"C

using 200 pg/rnl, of BMV RNAs as templates (later, findings showed that a

template concentration of 50 pglml, resulted in better enzJrne activity, so this

concentration was used in the FCRdRp assays). The dot blot from the assay

seen in Figure 7 was photographed using Polaroid þpe 55 film and the

negative \¡¡as scanned with an ISCO densitometer. The readings \ilere recorded

in Table 2 (some spots were too weak to produce a signal and were considered

a zero reading). The calibration strip (containing known amounts of

#2lFCdigRNA), prepared with this assay, was also scanned and used to make
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a calibration curye (Figure 11). From this curve, the amount of FCdigRNA

present in the dot spots representing 30 min in the assay, \ilas estimated using

the readings from Table 2 (a 60 min time sample was not taken, as it was for

the BMV system, because according to the densitometer readings, a more time-

dependent response occurred before 30 min). The estimated amounts of

FCdigRNA were used to calculate the specific activity of the best FCRdRp

sample and the results, including an estimate of T7 polymerase activity, were

recorded in Table 3. To estimate the amount of digUMP incorporated, the

proportion of digIIMP present in a known amount of #2lFCdigRNA had to be

determined. Using the T7 RNA labelling system, Boehringer Mannheim has

determined that about one in twenty-five nucleotides incorporated during

polymerization v¡ill be a digUMP. #2lFCdigRNA is 670 bps long and 140 of

those bases are UMPs (about 1/5), therefore, about zB of the UMPs are

digIIMP. #2LFCdigRNA has a molecular weight of approximately z.2x 105, so

that L pg of #2lFCdigRNA is equivalent to 4.52x 10-12 moles. There are about

28 digUMPs/mole of #2LFCdigRNA or r.27 x 10-10 moles of digUMP/pg of

#2LFCdigRNA. This value was the basis for estimating the amount of

digIJMPs incorporated by the FCRdRp. Using the linear porbion of the

calibration curye, it was estimated that there \ilas 700 pico-grams (pg) of

FCdigRNA in the spot corresponding to 30 min for the FCRdRp primed \Mith

FCdsRNA. 700 pg of #2]-FCdigRNA is equivalent to 8.g x 10-ta moles of

diglrMP, and therefore,4.4 x 10-13 moles of trMP because digUMps represent



Figure 11. #2lFCdigRNA calibration curve. Dose response relationship between

amount of #2lFCdigRNA and densitometer reading.
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from theTable 2. Densitometer
FCRdRp assay #3.

reading (signal strength) of the products

,,.,',,'.SIGb[ '.,..'.--:':

SÐRÐNêTH,l

1 T7 FCcDNA-21 0 45

15 51

30 74

t20 164

2 FCRdRp (103) no template 0,15,30,120 0

rf FCRdRp (103) #2lFCRNA 0 2

15 6

30,120 8

4 FCRdRp (104) #2lFCRNA 0 7

15 2

30,120 5

5 FCRdRp (105) #2lFCRNA 0 1.5

15 10

30 16

L20 20

6 FCRdRp (103) FCdsRNA 0 N/A

15 21

30,120 24

7 FCRdRp (103) FCssRNA 0 8

15,30,120 24

I FCRdRp (103) #23FCRNA 0,15 6

30 I
120 I

I FCRdRp (103) pSPt19-RNA 0 1

15 2

30.120 6

10 no FCRdRp #21FCRNA 0,15,30,120 0



Table 3. Calculation of the specific activity of the FCRdRp from assay #3 at B0 min.

FCRdRp

# The signal strength of each dot spot is equal to the value of the densitometer reading.* This value is based on the estimate predicted by Boehringer Mannheim and its units are pgl¡rl,.

T7

FCdsRNA

pSPT19-RNA

FCcDNA-21

24

6

74

700

t25
.2.5 x 105

1.76 x 105

3.2 x ]]a

1.6 x 108

..i,,.,SFÐCIFiCI,

,¡¡.1ACffVf,,[V
.',..',,'::,::t :(:U/,mg),ttt.:.:.:,

.006

.006

.16

2.9 x L07

5.3 x 106

L.0 x 10s
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only 7/5 of the total UMPs incorporated. 4.4 x 10-13 moles is equivalent to 440

fmol and one unit (U) of RdRp activity is defrned as 1 fmol of UMp

incorporated, so 440 fmol equals 440 Il of UMP incorporated. Each spot

represented 2.5 pL of the total 20 ¡rL reaction mixture volume, the activity of

the FCRdRp was 176 u UMP incorporated/¡rl or r..76 x 105 rJ/mL. The

concentration of the FCRdRp was approximately 12 ltg/pL (Table 1). This

preparation \ryas diluted 1 000-fold and 10 pL was used in the assay in a total

volume of 20 ¡rL, so the final concentration was .00G pglpl, or .006 mg/rnL.

The specific activity of the FCRdRp was then calculated to be 2.9 x 107 U/mg.

The specifrc activity of the FCRdRp, when primed with a false template,

pSPT19-RNA, was determined and this value was subtracted from the above

value to reflect a true amount of template-dependent FCRdRp activity. This

value was 2.4 x 107 TJ/rng. For comparison purposes, the activity of the T7

polymerase was calculated. The densitometer readings were too large to make

an accurate estimation of the amount of digRNA using the calibration curve,

so the amount of FCdigRNA present at 30 min was estimated based on values

predicted in the protocol provided with the Boehringer Mannheim T7

pol¡rmerase RNA labelling kit. They state that from 1 ¡rg of template DNA, 10

¡rg of dig-labelled RNA should be produced after 2 h. Based on spot intensities,

the spot at 30 min represents about L/2ttre emount of digRNA observed at L20

min, therefore, at 30 min there is approximately s ¡tg/20 pL or .25 pg of

FCdigRNA/pL. The protein concentration of the T7 polymerase rpas
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determined using the Micro BCA assay (used to determine the FCRdRp

concentration) and was calculated to be L.G pghú. 2 VL of T7 pol¡rmerase was

used in a total reaction volume of 20 pL so that its frnal concentration was .l-6

pg/VL or .16 mg/ml,. The specific activity of the T7 polymerase was calculated

the same way as it was for the FCRdRp and was estimated to be 1.0 x 10e

Ulrng, which is approximately 4O-fold greater than the activity of the FCRdRp.

The BMV RdRp, purified to the same extent as fraction 2 FCRdRp, has a

specific activity of 11 333 U/mg (Quadt and Jaspars 1990). This value is about

2 000-fold less than the activity calculated for the FCRdRp. The accuracy of

the value calculated for the FCRdRp might be questionable based on the extent

of this difference, however, this level of enz¡rme activity is justifiable when the

nature of FC is considered.

In most other plant virus infections there is a mechanism for regulating

the amount of viral nucleic acid produced, so that the RNA levels do not exceed

the packaging capacity of the viral particle. This control is dictated by the coat

protein, itself. Houwing and Jaspars (1986) showed that the coat protein of

alfalfa mosaic virus (AIMV) blocks tjrre in ui.tro transcription of its virion RNAs.

They found that when the coat protein, present in the RdRp mixtures, was

degraded, the level of polymerase activity increased by 33Vo, and conversely,

increasing the coat protein concentration decreased polymerase activity. This

kind of regulation has been demonstrated for several RNA viruses including

AB. Viral particles are not produced by FC, its RNA is transported via host
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becell membrane vesicles, therefore, its rate of RNA replication cannot

regulated by the same control mechanisms present in other viral systems.

This seemingly uncontrolled rate of FCRNA replication is evident in FC-

infected cells, where EM analysis has shown that within many of the vesicles,

produced in association with FC infection, there exists fibrillar material (Chong

and Haber 1992); RNase digestion studies of embedded ultrathin sections

indicate that this FC fibrillar material is dsRNA (Haber and Chong 19gB).

Furthermore, FCRNA can account for about 7Vo and maybe up to lTTo of the

total dry weight (Haber et al. tgg2). To achieve these levels of FCRNA, a

highly active polymerase must exist, and therefore, based on this unique

distinction of FC, the level of specific activity estimated for the FCRdRp is a

conceivable one.

C. Tïanslation Products of FCcDNA.ZB

Research on RdRps is directed towards studying the interactions of the

enzJ¡rne and its template and towards determining the protein composition of

the viral polymerase. No viral RdRp preparations have been purifred to

homogeneity, so little is known about the composition of proteins contributing

to RdRp activity. Because viral RdRps prefer their cognate RNAs as template,

it is expected that the enzyme or at least one of their subunits would be virus-

coded, as is the case for the QB replicase (Kamen LgZ0; Kondo et aI.1gz0).

An alternative approach to elucidating the RdRp protein components
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viainvolves examining the proteins produced from the purified viral RNA

cDNA and in uitro translations.

1. The Amino Acid sequence of the Tlanslation product

The nucleotide sequences of many plant viruses have been deterrnined

and data on the conservation of viral proteins have become available. Because

RNA genomes have a high mutation rate CVan Vloten-Doting et ø1. 1985), the

conservation is very likely to be of biological signifrcance. Extensive

homologies have been found between proteins from different viruses and

between proteins known to interact \Mith RNA and also, the interactions of

these proteins in uitro have been examined. Together, these data provides

indirect evidence for the composition of the viral RdRps. This approach was

applied to the investigation of the FCRdRp.

Some of the FC genome has been sequenced and one putative ORF was

discovered (Figure 2). The FCcDNA-23, which contains the complete ORF in

anti-sense orientation was inserted into an in uitro transcription/translation

system. Three major translation products (FC23Ps) were produced with

molecular weights of 11.9 K, 2B.B K, and 95.7 K (in uitro

transcription/translation was performed by Dr. M. Luo, Dept. of Immunolog¡r,

U of M, MB). The size of the smallest band was in agreement \ rith the size of

the predicted protein produced from this ORF. The larger bands were exactly

2x and 3x larger than the smallest band, indicating a self-association of the
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11.9 K protein forming dimer and trimer complexes. The amino acid sequence

of the 11.9 K protein was determined from the nucleotide sequence of the ORF

(sequencing analysis was perforrred by Dr. S. Haber, Agri-food and Agriculture

Canada, \Mpg, MB). Analysis of this sequence revealed that it has a

hydrophobic region at one end and a hydrophilic region at the other. It also

contains some sequence homologies with certain gïoups of proteins known to

interact with RNA. In these homologous regions, distinct motifs are

recognized. One sequence motif that has attracted the most interest in other

systems is one that includes a GxxGxGKT/S sequence (Keese et al. 1g8g). In

FC this occurs as GxxPxGKS, where a proline is substituted. for a glycine

(Figure 124). This is an unusual substitution which may suggest an important

difference in protein conformation. This motif is presumed to function as a

nucleotide-binding fold (Gorbalenya et al. 1985) because it has sequence

similarity with the amino terminal sequence of procaryotic and eucaryotic

nucleotide-binding proteins (Higgens et aI. 1986). This motif has been found

in many single-stranded positive sense RNA vfual proteins including, the

turnip yellow mosaic virus (TYMÐ replicase polyprotein (Rp), the RNA 1-

encoded proteins of BMV, AIMV and CMV and Sindbis non-structural proteins

(nsP). RdRps of positive-strand RNA viruses have been grouped into three

different supergroups based on differences in their main amino acid sequence

motifs (Koonin 1991). The viruses sharing the GxxGxGKT/S sequence motif

\{¡ith FC, are grouped into Supergroup III (Figure 124).



Figure L2. Alignments of parts of the FC23 amino acid sequence with sequences

encoding proteins involved in RNA synthesis in other viruses. The position in each

genome of the nucleotide sequence that encodes each segment is given in brackets.

Asterisks indicate where FC has the same amino acid residue. Question mark

indicates an unusual amino acid substitution in the FC sequence. (A) Parts of the

possible nucleotide-binding fold. (B) Parts of the possible RNA replicase domain.
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Jr**rr?tr*Jr*

T RVVT RTAGR I PAGK S G K I E K
TT PVVH FAG FAG CG KTY P I QQT CD T S MVD GVAG C G KTTAI KD
SÀKVVLVDGVP G C GKT KE T L S
KVE T T GVI GTPG S GKSAI I KS

A
FC23
TYMV-CL
BMV RNA 1-

TMV
Sindbis

B

FC23
TYTVfV- CL
BMV RNA 2
T}4V
Sindbis

(o37 9 - 0432)
(2997-30s9)
(2L03 -2r6sl
(254L-2603)
(2ztt-2273)

(0454 - 0sL3 )
(s2tL - s2s8 )
( 1841- l-9 63 )
(457s - 4694)
(7239 -7364)

*** **
EAGLHEKVGWPPLWLHPQDF
PAGCIR- - - -NPLÀLFCKLM
EMGNLV-SVPDPLREIQRLÀ
DRGCIV- -YYDPLKLISKLG
SVTSTACRVADPLKRLFKLG
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A second motif which the FC 11.9 K protein shares with the members

of Supergroup III, although to a lesser extent, is found in the possible RNA

replicase domains (Figrrre I2B).

The similanty of the 11.9 K amino acid sequence with motifs known to

be important for RNA interaction in other viral proteins, strongly suggests that

this protein may be involved in the replication processes of FC.

2. Immunodiffusion Studies

Immunodiffusion analysis indicated that the 11.9 K protein may be

involved in FCRNA replication. Precipitin bands \¡r'ere produced in reaction to

only the anti-FCRdRp rabbit serum and not to the anti-BMV or the rabbit pre-

immune serum (Figrrre 13). This reaction indicates that the FC23Ps are

present in the FCRdRp preparation. Although their presence, alone, does not

necessarily suggest that they are a part of the RdRp complex, as this was not

a purified preparation, three lines of evidence strongly indicate that the 11.g

K protein is indeed a component of the complex. Firstly, as just mentioned.,

antisera made against the FCRdRp preparation reacts with the translation

products (FC23Ps) showing that the LL.g K protein is present in the RdRp

preparation. Secondly, the RdRp preparation, although not pure, is prepared

using methods that enrich for the RdRp and it has been shown to produce

template-specific pol¡rmerase activity. And thirdly, the FC23Ps are produced

from an FC-specifi.c sequence (FCcDNA-23) and amino acid sequence analysis



Figure L3. Autoradiograph of a double immunodiffusion agar gel showing

antigenicity of the FC23Ps. Center well, 5 pL undiluted FC23Ps. In the peripheral

wells, 10 ¡rL of undiluted sample were loaded: wells t &,2, rabbit pre-immune serum;

wells 3 &, 4, antiBMV; wells 5 & 6, antiFCRdRp-2nd week post-injection; wells 7 &

8, antiFCRdRp-3rd week post-injection.
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has shown that the 11.9 K protein contains homologies with other proteins in

distinct motifs known to be important for RNA replication. This evidence is

strongly suggestive, but more studies on the nature of the FC-specific

translation products are required to confrrm their identity and their role in

FCRNA replication.
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CONCLUSION

Northern analysis confirmed the presence of FCss- and FCdsRNAinFC-

infected barley plants. This evidence, together with information provided from

other investigations, i,e., tli'e presence of FCss- and FCdsRNA in Pythiull? spp.

(Haber et al. L994, in review) and the massive amplification of FCRNA upon

host plant infection (Haber et al. 1992), indicated the existence of a highly

active FC-specific RNA-dependent RNA pol¡rmerase. Therefore, efforts were

directed towards isolating and characterizing the putative FCRdRp.

The non-radioactive RdRp assay proved to be a successful technique for

monitoring the presence of FCRdRp in preparations made from FC-infected

barley and therefore, it was used to charactertze the FCRdRp preparation.

In showing that there was no detectable polymerase activity in similar

preparations made from healthy barley and that the FCRdRp preparation

preferred its cognate RNA over foreign RNA, it was demonstrated that the

FCRdRp preparation \ilas disease-specific. The FCRdRp exhibited a high

degree of template dependency as its activity was greatly stimulated upon

addition of FCRNA and almost no activity was detected on endogenous

templates. Although gel analysis failed to reveal the nature of the FCRdRp

reaction products, the ability of the FCRdRp preparation to actively use both

#21- and #23FCRNA, which represent positive and negative sense RNA, is

indicative of an enzJ¡me capable of complete RNA synthesis. The specific
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activity of the FCRdRp was approximately 2 000-fold greater than the activity

reported for the BMV RdRp (Quadt and Jaspars 1990). Because viral particles

are not produced by FC, the rate of RNA synthesis is not regulated by a coat

protein, the control mechanism present in other systems with coated genomes,

including BMV. This high level of activity is evident in FC-infected plant

tissue, where FCRNA can accountfor wo and up to I}Vo of the total dry weight

(Haber et al. 1992).

The FCRdRp preparation has not been purifred to homogeneity, so the

protein components of the polymerase could not be determined. However,

proteins produced from the ORF found in clone, FCcDNA-23, (FC21Ps) reacted

to antisera made against the FCRdRp preparation. Because the amino acid

sequence of the L1 K protein produced from the ORF contains some homologies

with other viral proteins known to be involved in RNA synthesis, it is possible

that this protein may be part of the FCRdRp complex.

Purification of viral RdRps from infected tissue is difficult and to date,

no RdRps have been purified to homogeneity. The importance of collecting FC-

infected tissue at a critical stage of growth, to produce active FCRdRp

preparations, has been demonstrated. For this study there was no method

developed for successful transmission of FC to healthy seedlings, therefore a

continuous source of active FCRdRp was not available.
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To continue research on the FCRdRp, characterizaLion of the proteins,

produced from FCcDNA-23, should be pursued. Using the non-radioactive

FCRdRp assay, it may be possible to determine if the FC2BPs, alone, are

capable of polymerase activity. Furthennore, the rest of the FC genome could

be sequenced to determine whether other ORF's exist and therefore, other viral

proteins.
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